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strikingly handsome Christmas design with
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THE KENYON
SCHOOL OF ENGLISH
AT GAMBIER, OHIO
will hold its first session in 1948, June 24 to August 7.
The School is of graduate rating, and open only to advanced students. It is
staffed by three Senior Fellows, and about twenty Fellows, who are men dis
tinguished for their critical writings and usually well experienced in university
teaching. The courses will be concerned with their texts as literature, and will
contribute to an education in critical judgment. The schedule for 1948:
ERIC BENTLEY: Studies in Drama
CLEANTH BROOKS:

Milton

RICHARD CHASE: Hawthorne and Melville
F. O. MATTHIESSEN: Twentieth Century American Poetry
WILLIAM EMPSON:

The Key Word in the Long Poem: Shakespeare, Pope,
Wordsworth

JOHN CROWE RANSOM:
AUSTIN WARREN:

The Study of Poetry: Shakespeare's Dramatic Verse

Donne, and Other Metaphysical Poets

ALLEN TATE: The Novel since 1893

About 75 men and women will be admitted as students. It is expected that they
will be drawn mostly from students in the graduate schools of English, the
younger teachers of English, and undergraduates of exceptional advancement.
But provision will be made for some auditors, who will generally be persons of
greater maturity.
Detailed information is published in a Bulletin which will be mailed upon
request.

Charles M. Coffin, Dean
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ELEGY
Anthony E. Hecht

At noon the ceremony had begun.
Dust was returned to its long home. The trees
Delivered their own shadows from the sun.
Bugles declared the peace
Of seven forms identified with tags,
In whose behalf a rifle squad let fly
A shot of grace aimed at the summer sky
To honor the cold members of that band,
Wound all about with flags
In the dark fertile soil of a foreign land.
I cannot mourn them: they shall have oak leaves
Dipped in a copper bath to bless their names;
I mourn the murdered for whom no one grieves —
Whose heavy blasted frames
Lie about Europe, hatching into dust;
Unburied bodies of inanimate
Grace, their lives blown into most delicate
Splinters, which once had joined all in a hymn
To celebrate great men
Who in their greatness celebrated Him.
These were the builders of cathedrals. They
Chipped at infinity with a strong hand;
The stones went soaring for them, but the clay
Which they could not command
Went down in filth into a potter's field.
Stilled in the fluted arches used to stand
Attenuated saints, praising the hand —
Illuminated mind that could conceive
Their limestone guts, revealed
Now to the wind and by the weather grieved.
Once in a city on the Seine there stood
A bird-spattered cathedral, whose thick walls
Thinned into windows and sent down a flood
Filling the choir stalls
With a rich Joseph's coat of colored light;
And silently an ivy of black lead
Moved in a fugue, and climbed up to the head
Of Paradise; shining among its veins
Amber and gold and white
Flashed on the penitents from tiny panes.
The bats have left its cloisters, and this year
Winter hangs upside down upon its face
In icycles, and snow fattens the tier
Of angels, decorates
Their naked stony arms with gaudy sleeves;
And where one wall is torn away, the flakes
Dance in a secular excitement; cakes
Of ice attach to Christopher and deck
The patron saint of theives,
Freezing the edges of his broken neck.
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In Italy history has undone
A monastery where, at dawn, in files,
The shaven heads of monks shone in the sun
As bright as Danish tiles,
And honored in the mixolydian scale
Superior design and harmonies
Beyond all music; silent on their knees,
They smiled to hear the perishable tone
With which the nightingale
Sang its own happiness with lips of bone.
Summer shall breed elaborate ruin there:
It shall provoke a pilgrimage of snails,
Made pious by the warm Italian air,
To leave their silver trails
Scribbled upon a fresco of the Cross;
And it shall grow, where bullets left a pox
Upon the marble shepherds and their flocks,
The north side of those reverent faces green
With a light down of moss,
And leave those eyes unseeing and unseen.
There is a Frauenkirche, and its ribs
Like unfleshed members rise to penetrate
The cold air of Bavaria which slips
As through an open grate
Into the dark anatomy it drowns.
A great rose-window, like a fragile brain,
Its intricacy shattered, lies in rain,
Sifted by windy fingers where the wind,
Making uncommon sounds,
Moves with the random of a vacant mind.
In the moist shadows of these monuments
A race of beggers festered, chewed by gnats,
And called, in the name of charity, some pence
Into their gaping hats.
They stood protected as they watched the sun
Bloody the great rough features of the wall,
Knowing throughout the world at vespers all
Churches are washed in melancholy red
In token of the Son
Who prayed for them and for their misery bled.
Now must the beggars utter their small oath
In empty lots, and fidget with the cold
In the poor company of pigeons; both
Seem as though from a fold
Now disinherited. Therefore I call
Their sorrow forth to mingle with my grief,
And in the solemn name of beauty's chief
Intelligence, that it demand our love,
Offer these words for all
Who know no ceremony well enough.
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Walter Elder

A Man's Best Friend
"I kissed Rachel last night." Because he knew
it was a lie Phil didn't look for Jim's answer, but
he was listening for it, and he forgot to watch
carefully for empty hills in the rows of corn.
Jim didn't answer right away, and he watched his
rows very deliberately.
Really, she had kissed him. He had taken her
to the door, said good night, and turned towards
the porch steps. She had said, come here; she had
taken his head between her hands and kissed him
on his half-opened mouth. It was their first kiss
outside post office, spin the milk bottle, and wink.
Jim snorted; Phil felt superior. Jim didn't
understand what the kiss meant to Rachel and
Phil. Although she was a junior in high school,
and Phil had but finished the ninth grade, couldn t
Jim see that they would be married? Phil was
wearing her ring (she had asked him to); they
wrote every day (her brother delivered their notes,
and the first had been from her); he sat on the
porch or on the couch with her, and they turned
the lamp higher only when her parents' car could
be heard turning into the lane; she was known as
very pretty, and she refused dates with high school
boys in favor of Phil.
Jim answered. "I've kissed plenty of girls.
Phil smiled. So had he, not as many as Jim,
probably, but he looked to the pleasure of making
his best friend see what a tremendous thing this
kiss was. He stopped, chopped at the dirt with his
hoe, dropped three grains into an empty place in
the geometrical pattern, covered the corn, and
resumed walking.
"So have I. But you know parties."
"I don't mean at parties."
(Jim didn't mean last night's kiss, either.)
"But this is different. We're (not in love —a
bad movie word) going together."
"I used to go with Rachel."
Well, Jim had known Rachel all his life, and
Phil had moved to the Beatty school district only
this year. Jim could have gone with her a long
time ago when they were kids. After all, some of
the fifth and sixth grade kids wrote to each other
and went to parties together. Besides, Jim was a
swell guy; he was Phil's best friend, and he had to
be told.
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"We're going steady."
"You are!'
Jim was impressed, Phil was delighted, and
they almost forgot their job.
"She's going to give me her picture tonight."
"I'll bet that's not all you'll get."
Phil blushed because he was hoping that he
might kiss Rachel several times this evening to
make up for her having to kiss him first. He
looked away from Jim who, though he was a very
best friend, couldn't share all the secrets between
Rachel and Phil. Jim knew now that they were
going together; they could bask in Phil's happiness
while they re-planted the north field.
Jim had introduced Phil to the marvelous dis
covery that girls could be associated with. He was
older than Phil; he had gone to the Beatty school
all his life; he caught for the school ball team; and
the stories of the things that young men could, and
probably did, do to young women around Beatty
were too wonderful to be doubted. There had
been a camping trip when Jim and three other boys
had lain all night with two girls from the poor sec
tion around the lime quarries, but that was before
Phil had moved to Beatty. The girls in the eighth
and ninth grades were classified completely and
frequently as to their possible easiness, the shapes
of their legs, and the size of their breasts and lips.
It was a well-known fact, a fact which Jim told to a
new, shocked, and delighted Phil, that Reva
Wayne had quit school because her brother had
knocked her up. Art Hoker justified his being put
in a front seat by announcing that he could see far
up the teacher's legs when he picked things off the
floor. Mr. Virgil, the principal, had beaten
Dwight Baker for inflating and releasing a rubber
in general science class, and Phil had been mysti
fied until Jim had told him that it was a rubber,
not a balloon. Phil had come to understand grad
ually, he thought, Jim's wicked smirking about it.
But those were low people, and they got what
they asked for. There were the nice families and
the nice girls, and there were many fervent and
pure affairs in the pattern which Phil and Rachel
were beginning. They wrote and kissed and were
shy about each other. These girls were talked
about vaguely as pretty or fat or short or funny,
5

and never by their sweethearts. Rachel went to
high school, and she was barely an object of con
versation. Besides Phil's delight at his "success"
(Rachel had wooed him all the way,) there was an
enormous social stature to be gained by telling Jim
who would tell all the other boys.
Yeah. I used to go with her."
Phil nodded and missed more empty hills of
corn. It couldn't have been serious; it must have
been a kid affair for a short time and long ago;
and it was probably all right anyway. He wished
Jim would forget about it though; it made him
feel a little crowded.
"She's a nice piece."
A violent compliment which Phil couldn't an
swer. Prom anyone else it would have been un
acceptable; even from Jim it was very personal.
"A darn good body."
That had to be countered.
"She's darn good-looking."
Jim seemed intent on his job, and he seemed to
be talking to himself.
"No sir, boy. A picture's not all you'll get."
This intent was clear, but Phil prefered to
think that Jim was being elaborately funny. Jim
didn't have a girl right now, but he had gone with
nice girls, and he shouldn't be kidding about
Rachel. Phil wanted it to stop, so he forced his
secret.
Oh, I'll kiss her several times tonight, I
guess.
Jim snorted again, and Phil dropped his hoe.
He put his hand on his hips and confronted his
friend. Jim was sneering.
"Hell, haven't you laid her yet?"
Phil poised to throw himself at Jim, but Jim
stood there smiling and smart and confident, and
Phil hesitated.
"Don't kid me, Phil. You've laid her, haven't
you?"
"No! We're going steady. I told you that."
He looked away. This was awful, and Jim
knew it. It was a dirty trick if Jim were being de
liberately crude about Rachel because it was either
true or else his best friend was a liar and dirtyminded, too.
Jim punched it home.
"Hell, I laid her last summer, and Horace
Athey said he did, too."
(Not Rachel.)
"She's nice stuff."
"Shut up." (Not Rachel.)
Oh for cripe sake. Look at that figure. Don't
you want to?"
6

(No. Not Rachel. He, all right, all right,
he thought he loved her.)
"Boy, was she hot!"
"All right, all right. I suppose you laid Connie
when you were going with her, and Emily, and
Hester, and Clara, too."
"No. Not Clara. She was afraid."
Then he was a fool. All this right under his
nose for four months, and he had missed it. Jim
was straight-faced and serious, and his saying-so
must include all the nice boys and girls in Beatty.
But they never talked about it.
What s so bad about the Limecrest girls,
then?"
Oh, they 11 take money and things if you
give it to them."
"Oh."
"You really haven't laid her, have you Phil?"
No. And I don't think you did. And I don't
want to."
(Or do I?)
Jim shrugged his shoulders.
"Let's get a drink."
They walked across the field to the gate where
they had left a jug of water. They drank and sat
on the gate.
"No kiddin', Jim?"
No kiddin'."
"Tell me about it."
Jim looked superior, and then shrugged all
right.
"It was really nice."
"When?"
"Oh, one day last summer. I'd been down by
the creek with my gun, and I stopped by the house
to talk to her brother, Gene."
"Where?"
Where what? Oh, on that black couch in the
front room."
"What about her folks and her brother?"
They were in at their market stand. She was
home alone."
How'd it happen?"
Jim pulled a timothy stem to chew. He was
teasing Phil and loving it.
Well, I went in the back door and yelled,
Anybody home? She yelled from upstairs, Just me,
I'll be down in a minute. I was standing on the
porch, and I heard her come down the stairs and
go through the kitchen into the front room. I
went in, and she was stretched out with a blanket
over her. I asked if she was sick or something, but
she just looked at me. Then she stuck her foot out,
and I saw she didn't have no shoes or stockings on.
HIKA
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That wasn't all she didn't have on."
Jim climbed down and got another drink of
water. Phil clutched the top bar of the gate with
his hands.
"She didn't have nothin' on."
He turned to Phil to enjoy the effect.
"How'd you know?"
"How'd I know? Boy, I found out. She rolled
over on her back and pulled the blanket down
under her arms, and I saw she didn't have nothin
on her top part either. Well, I began to get the
idea, and I could tell she was plenty hot from the
way she looked and the way she was sort of
squirmin', when she turned, you know, so I walked
over to the couch and put my hand on her. On
her shoulder. She didn't say anything, and I was
gettin' ready to pull that blanket off, when she
pulled it off of her before I could touch it."
Phil thought of Rachel without any clothes on,
but the idea carried no image, only a demand to
know.
"You know her hair comes clear up to her
belly-button."
Phil's hands slipped on the gate, but he caught
himself on the second bar with his heels.
"She don't have hair between her tits like some
women do, though."
Phil nodded as though he were glad or knew it
already.
"What happened?"
"What do you think happened, for cripe sake.
I took my clothes off and got right on. Boy, was
she hot! I thought she'd break my back the first
time."
"The first time?'
"Yeah. She wouldn't even let me get off. I
played around, you know, between times, and the
third time I thought I'd never make it.'
Phil stared while Jim looked very busy with
his straw. It was the same story, a bare outline, and
nothing that he hadn't already heard from hearing
men talk, but it was about Rachel. He tried and
failed again to imagine her without any clothes.
He couldn't doubt Jim, but he wanted to know so
many more things. He wanted to know "how,
but Jim would laugh at his stupidity. He could
ask "why."
"Did you kiss her?"
"Kiss her? Hah!"
"Did she say she loved you?"
"Love? She didn't say anything, come to think
of it. Oh, yes she did, too. When she pulled the
blanket off, she never looked at me. She just
DECEMBER, 1947

looked down at her tits and said, I guess you know
what this means."
"What'd you say?"
"I didn't have to say anything."
"Were you going with her then?'
"No, I wasn't, by God. You know, that's a
funny thing. I thought about it, and you know
what I figure. I heard my old man say that women
get hot sometimes just like cows, and I guess I
just happened along at the right time. She got up
off the couch and went right upstairs without
saying a word. I haven't even tried to touch her
since."
"What about Horace Athey?"
"Oh, hell, if you listen to him he's laid every
girl over seven in the whole township. I don't
believe him. I don't think anybody's laid her be
fore or since."
"How can you tell?"
"Well, I don't know, but I'll bet you."
They went back to their hoes and finished re
planting the field. They did a bad job, neither of
them thinking much about empty hills of corn.
Jim kept talking. He told Phil that you can always
tell the size of a girl by the size of her lips. Phil
grunted. Jim talked on; Phil grunted and frowned.
"You won't tell anybody about me and Rachel,
will you?"
(Tell anybody? Everybody who needed to
know already knew.)
"It sure was a funny thing. I know she's never
done it before."
(or since?)
Jim sounded scared. Could he be telling a big
one just to take some of the glory away from Phil's
triumph of going steady? If so, it was a pretty
mean way of getting even. He wished Jim would
shut up and go away. He had already turned Phil
completely around, and now his hesitation was
only bothering Phil. Half an hour ago Rachel was
one thing; now he was willing to think that she
was something else; what he wanted was to talk
himself into doing something about one or the
other.
If Jim had done it, if the other kids did it, if
he wanted to be a right guy and keep up, then he
knew what he ought to do. He wished he knew a
little something of how to go about it, but some
body had told him that you don't need a teacher,
you're born knowing how. There was a chance,
becoming remote, that Jim was a liar, but Phil's
ignorance had no answer for Jim's avowed ex
perience. In any case, it looked like a terrifying
and wonderful risk. There was really one big
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hitch. That blankness about Rachel's body per
sisted, and it left his intentions vague and formless.
"Maybe I shouldn't have said anything, Phil."
Phil brightened.
"Sure you should. Maybe I'll do myself some
good tonight."
Jim darkened.
"Well, I don't know. Just don't say anything
about me, will you?"
"All right, I won't say anything."
They finished the field, doing a somewhat bet
ter job as they talked about the ball game next
Saturday. Jim went home to supper, and Phil
started his little jobs around the barn.
After supper, he rode his bicycle to Rachel's
house, pedaling very fast, and he was sweating
when he arrived from his pedaling and from his
eagerness to see her. She was in the kitchen help
ing her mother with the dishes, and his first glance
surprised him because she looked exactly as he had
always seen her. Her hair was very long, very
straight, and very black. He had never touched it,
but it would be smooth and slick. She smiled and
said hello to him, and he blushed as he thought of
the size of her lips. He couldn't look below her
neck while her mother was around, so he went
into the dining-room to watch her brother read a
magazine. Through the kitchen door he watched
her move. Her legs were very good to look at,
and he was warmed by his looking. He looked
again. They were there, too. She had breasts; it
was as though he had never known it before, but
there they were, large and high and jostling.
He was uneasy when they went to sit on the
dark, screened porch, and he twitched himself
into a tight little knot while her family got ready
and left for the movies. She took his hand as the
car drove out the lane, and they sat for half an
hour while he screwed his courage, prepared to
lunge, decided against it, was ready to spring,
collapsed when she popped her gum. They didn't
talk. She squeezed his hand and stroked her ring
which he was wearing, and he flew at her, bump
ing their foreheads as he kissed her somewhere
above the left corner of her lips.
"Ouch!"
Phil recoiled, ruined, and she looked at him.
She took his head in her hands and steered him
slowly and carefully into her arms, and they kissed.
The springs squeaked as she shifted to put her
arms more securely around his shoulders, and her
breasts were unmistakeably against his chest. He
took a deep breath.
"Rachel?"
8

"Yeah?"
"Nothing."
She shifted her gum.
"Rachel?"
"What?"
"Want to—"
She kissed him longer with tighter arms.
"—go in on the black couch?"
"What for? You cold?"
(She wanted to know what for? She wanted to
know what for? Couldn't they do it without put
ting a vague act into impossible words?)
"Well, you know what I mean."
He put his hand on her knee.
"Rachel, you want to go in on the couch?"
"It's too hot inside."
"Well, let's do it then."
She sat up and stopped chewing her gum.
"Do what?"
"You know. You remember the black couch."
Jim's secret was dangerously near, but he had
to get the idea across, and even had he known the
words, he knew he couldn't have said them.
"What's all this stuff about the black couch?
Besides, I don't like the tone of your voice."
He'd better stop talking then. He should have
known she'd deny it. She wouldn't want him to
know about her and Jim. He sat for a moment and
leaned to kiss her. He let his hands slide across
her back until he was holding her with his palms
resting in a tremble against the sides of her breasts.
She leaned back.
"Well!"
He swallowed.
"O.K. ?"
"From you, yes."
He cupped his hands over her breasts and
strained his arms to kiss her.
"Take your clothes off."
She jumped back, swung, and knocked him off
the couch with an open right hand which caught
him on the ear. His eyes watered as he hit the
floor, and he almost began to cry. There was a
huge roaring inside his head, and he raised himself
to have his nose meet a clenched fist. He felt the
blood starting to run over his upper lip, and he
ran into the kitchen and put his head over the
sink while he fumbled for his handkerchief.
Rachel ran after him, but she stopped when she
saw the blood.
"Oh, Phil. You're bleeding!"
"What's the big idea?"
"Oh never mind now. Let's fix your nose."
They fixed it, and he sat back in a chair, feelH1KA
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ing his whole head throb while she held a cold,
wet towel on his forehead. She frowned anxiously
at him.
"You all right now, Phil?"
"Oh sure. I'm dandy, for cripe sake!"
"Now Phil, you said an awful thing. I'm a
nice girl, you know."
"But I thought—"
(No words again.)
"Now Phil. Everybody pets when they're go
ing steady. But not too much. People lose control
after a certain point, you know. You talked like
I was a Limecrest girl."
He sat forward, and the pains in his head were
worse than ever.
"Well, what about you and Jim?"
"What about us?"
"On the couch last summer."
"What did that little snot say about me and
him?"
"You and him did it, and you weren't even
going together."
She pushed him out of the chair.
"You get right out of here, and don't you
come back until you learn how to act.'
"Well, did you?"
She put her hands on her hips and screamed
at him.
"Even if I did, it's none of your darn business!"
He went through the front door, full of doubt,
but Rachel was not quite through. As he reached
the porch steps, she asked him for her ring, and
he went back and handed it to her. She unbut
toned the top of her blouse so that her brassiere
showed, dropped the ring between her breasts,
and smiled a slow smile which reminded Phil of
Jim's smiling in the field.
He retreated to his bicycle as she called from
the porch.
"You know where my ring is if you clean out
your dirty mind."
He didn't think of her compromise, only of his
ruffled clumsiness and uncertainty, and the cool
night air made his ear and nose ache more. He
had no immediate chance to try any of her favors
because his father plowed the north corn field the
next morning, and Phil was ordered to stay home
for a week as punishment for the bad job of re
planting. He didn't bother to call Jim about miss
ing Saturday's game. He was glad not to have to
see Jim and Rachel right away, and for two days
he doubted he ever wanted to see them again. He
would be a fool again, and it was no fun.
Friday evening after supper he went crow huntDECEMBER, 1947

ing. He took his rifle and five cartridges and went
to the thicket where the abandoned interurban
right-of-way and Clinton Road formed an unused
triangle of land. The abandoned road was used
by townspeople as a lovers' lane, and he looked
to see that there were no cars to keep the crows
away from their nests. He settled himself off the
right-of-way to wait for the crows who would
return about dusk. He loaded his rifle and leaned
against a tree watching a very faint breeze stir the
leaves and listening casually to the evening noises.
He was tired from having worked very hard
with his father all day, and the sound of a car's
being driven very slowly down the old, bumpy
right-of-way barely aroused him. He heard a man
speak; a woman answered him; he looked straight
ahead at a shiny roadster parked ten feet away. He
was only half-awake, and by the time he realized
that the crows would avoid the thicket tonight, he
was listening to the conversation from the car. It
was immediately after sunset, and he could not
see their faces, but he could see the light shining
on bright parts of the car and on a bottle as they
raised it to drink. They were giggling and moving
around on the seat, and he could hear the springs
squeaking.
It was very still, and he could hear them
breathing and squirming as they kissed.
"Want another drink?"
"You think I need one?"
"Do you baby?"
She giggled, and they kissed with much more
squirming and squeaking.
"Hey, be careful, for Christ's sake! You'll tear
my blouse."
"Why don't you take it off?"
"I'll catch cold."
"Oh, no you won't. I'll keep you warm."
She giggled and squirmed.
"There. How's that, honey?"
"Mmmmmmm."
"Now you're wrinkling my skirt."
"Well?"
"Jesus! I'll freeze to death."
"I'll be dammed if you will."
Phil was fascinated. His mouth was half-open
and dry. He squinted his eyes to hear better, fixing
on a point of light which shown from a red glass
fender guide. He thought of leaving, but they
would hear him; he was scared and crazy to listen.
"How about it, baby?"
"Maybe I'm not that kind of a girl."
A whisper Phil couldn't hear.
"When do I get it?"
9

"Right after work tomorrow."
"Well, let's have one more drink."
"Sure thing, honey. You go first. I'll get ready."
They drank, and the talking stopped. They
grunted and floundered around, and Phil heard the
seat springs now in a slow and steady cadence. He
caught himself breathing with the cadence, and
neither sound was a comforting rhythm. He held
his breath, and the sound became aggravating and
maddening. Silently he raised his rifle, and there
was enough light left to draw a trembling bead on
the fender guide. The cadence increased in sound
and tempo, and he could hear the man and woman
panting and groaning.
The tire would be about fourteen inches below
the fender guide. The bolt barely snicked as he
cocked the rifle, and the sounds from the car were
unbearable as he dropped his aim. (Now ? No.
Count to three. Now?) The car springs joined the
seat springs.
The sound of the shot beat against Phil's ears
as the bullet ripped through the front tire, the
inside of the fender, and into the side of the engine
hood. The last twitters of birds at dusk stopped,

and the report caromed from the hill four hundred
yards away just before the woman screamed and
immediately after the air sizzled from the tire with
a sound exactly like the releasing of Phil's breath.
Now it was dark, but Phil heard the man jump
up and bang his head on the car roof. He "god
damned," and the woman yelled "ouch."
While they scrambled, Phil re-loaded his gun
and backed carefully through the thicket until he
came to the road. From there he heard the man's
angry, shaking voice, the woman's crying, and he
he heard the man tell her to shut up and get the
flashlight so he could look at the car. Phil was less
than fifty yards down the road when the man
found the flat tire, and he almost laughed aloud
at the tremendous roar of rage.
He wished he had known them, but he could
tell Jim tomorrow anyway. Then he remembered
he wouldn't see Jim tomorrow. Over the hill in
the pasture he sat until he heard the car crash and
bang out the right-of-way, and as the sound of the
engine roared away, he began shaking his head
and laughing. He took careful aim and fired a
happy shot at the moon before he went back to the
house.
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John T. Kirby

The Voice of the Trappist*
*(A Cistercian Order founded in 1140 at Solignyla-Trappe, and noted for a vow of silence and
other austerities.)
The statement has occasionally been made by
the few critics who have discussed his work that
the poetry of Thomas Merton, as descriptive verse,
is sensuous, yet essentially simple. Both these
qualities are immediately apparent to readers of
the young Trappist. The extremes of nearmysticism for which he has also been characterized
— somewhat rhetorically — as a difficult poet,
prove, on closer analysis, to be the brilliantly pro
vocative figures of a peculiarly complex intellect.
Merton is full of seductive sweetness, particularly
in the first of his poetry to be published. But he is
frequently far from joyful.
In his brief career as a published poet, Merton
has been variously acclaimed and dismissed as
both a "deeply sensitive artist" and as an over
ardent mystic. He is undoubtedly both of these,
and certainly much more. Merton is a contem
porary American Catholic artist with a precise and
delicately poetic gift, and he is also a sometimes
hesitant young man-priest candidly in search of his
peculiar spiritual and artistic destiny. One feels
that this search borders occasionally on syntactical
nonsense, as in "The Oracle," one of his earlier
poems. But the vigor of his metaphors is startlingly persuasive nonetheless.
These early poems were produced "in the
world," Merton declares succinctly in the p reface
to his most recently published collection of verse.
In rough chronology, they cover the intense seven
years of his conversion, the self-conscious period
of soul-searching, marked by an underlying tone of
misanthropy, during which his verses were fre
quently charged by a deep sense of confusion and
a morbid concern with his myopic fellow-men. An
exam pie of this may be found in a short poem en
titled "Some Bloody Mutiny":
Grown murderers rewind
The manners of our firmament to fit
Tricks of our clockwork treachery.
We time our Easters by the rumpus
In our dancehall arteries.
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Here, we have a Wordsworthlike rejection of
worldly opportunism, with a furious figure typical
of Merton's occasional vitriolics. A somewhat
analogous example may be found in the opening
lines of "The Oracle":
The girls with eyes of wicks of lights,
Thin as the rushes and as many,
Make in their minds uncertain shapes of music,
And slyly string their phony harps with twine.
The force of this last line is enhanced by the start
ling diction that gives much of Merton's poetry
such provocativeness. "Phony" is unequivocal
Merton at his best.
Merton, at this point in his "conversion," re
vealed an addiction for abstruse esoterics, typified
by the line in "Fugitive" in which a man is de
scribed as
riding like a robber, from a coffee-drinking
Judas."
This is undeniably a sometimes questionable po
etic predilection. Although such arbitrary inter
polations have elicited frequent objection, they
most certainly serve to bring his figures into start
ling focus, and they are still to be found in some
what modified form in his later, more technically
perfect poems where one might not have expected
them to reappear.
The vigorous young poet lost some of his
stylistic vitality in his first years of sequestered life.
He acquired instead an almost saintly delicacy in
his metaphysical inquiries. But to say that the
poetry he produced in the austerity of a Kentucky
monastery was purely spiritual would be errone
ous. Here, his new-found sanctuary from the li
centiousness he found abhorrent "in the world"
engenders sharply fecund poetic contrasts. He
has been precipitated into a whole new world of
iconolatry hitherto unknown. The vilification of
"stark materialism" is absent from his themes.
Witness a verse from "A Letter to My Friends,
On Entering the Monastery:"
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We who have sometimes wandered in those crowd
ed ruins,
(Farewell, you woebegone, sad towns)
We who have wandered like (the ones I hear)
the moaning trains,
(Begone, sad towns!)
We'll live it over for you here.
One easily senses the subtle metamorphosis in
Merton's poetry — the result of a rapid transition
from secular artist to monk that is reflected in verse
at once both stable and searching. The poet is
cautiously seeking a valid spirituality that will bul
wark him against the gnawing confusion of the
present moment. In "How Long We Wait," a
poem apparently written shortly after he entered
Gethsemane, we have this verse:
Heaven, when will we hear you sing,
Arising from our grassy hills,
And say: "The dark is done, and Day
Laughs like a Bridegroom in his tent, the lovely
sun,
His tent the sun, His tent the smiling sky!"
His work in the pre-monastery years thus had
become the mirror of the uncertainty that attended
his conversion. The tone of his poetry wavers
slightly and approaches perfunctoriness, only
again to achieve a rich sensuousness. It clearly re
flects his intellectual development — the tortuous
progress toward ultimate mastery of his own brand
of spiritual idiom.
But though reading of this intricate descriptive
verse of the pre-monastic years is richly reward
ing for the dexterity of language and sheer poetic
skill that it often represents, the reader is some
times bewildered by needlessly involved dialectic.
For example, in the "Dreaming Trader," we have
this verse:
Blacker and whiter than the pages of his ledger
The dreaming trader turns to stone:
"You shall set sail from the steps of the Exchange:
And shall not be seen until the word returns: 'lost
with all hands.'
You shall set sail from the steps of the Sub-Treas
ury

And pass Grand Central at the fall of night
And founder in the dark Sargassos of your own
intolerable dream
And never be heard of again.
Here again is a biting renunciation of the crass
materialism of our epoch, but with cool detach
ment rarely equaled by contemporary polemics.
Merton's argument is never so simple as it may
sometimes appear at first. He is a master of deft
ly-turned sarcasm. And almost invariably, his im
passioned inquiries pack a subtle ontological
wallop.
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By comparison, one must here cite instances of
the other extreme — the occasional precise sim
plicity and sweetness — of both the early and later
Merton. Metaphorically, he can achieve infinite
tenderness with all his purported complexity and
occasional verbal conundrums. This he does in
'A Song," another of the early pre-Trappist
poems:
One by one, come home, my pretty children;
Put away the choiring day for it is done;
And in the stillness of the tree, the sunset's solemn
'cellos
One by one begin to play,
While evening fills the city's avenues
With all her quiet pianos.
So expressive a figure as "the choiring day" is not
startling to discover in Merton. The verse amply
illustrates the careful harmony — both literal and
figurative here — with which he completes a de
scriptive verse. The poem represents an arresting
contrast of almost prosaic images with classical
allusions of studied dignity.
Frequent exception has been taken to Merton's
use of the abstruse adjective-noun figures mention
ed earlier. One writer has declared that Merton is
obliged to rely chiefly on these neon-tubes" for
dramatic effect, citing as an example, this last line
from "Crusoe":
f

"The day he's driven to his Penal Island,
His own rich acre of island, like the wisecuy
Crusoe!"
The success of the poem's entire argument seems
to hinge on this final, pithy vituperation. This
defense will of course not hold for other such fig
ures. But it is equivocal to categorize them entire
ly as "pure sensationalisms."
The poems published since his entry into the
monastery reveal that Merton has progressed al
most completely away from the figures of Greek
mythology, with which much of his most effective
verse was previously concerned, to those of Chris
tian mythology. There was a deep spirituality
evidenced even in his poems of classic reference.
Most interesting to the reader of a representative
selection, however, is a comparison of the heroic
faith implicit in his most recent work with that of
his pre-Trappist verse.
There is great exuberance, almost a candid ex
hilaration with his vocation at times, in Merton the
monastic. His verse suddenly acquires an effusion
of spiritual animation that has a winning artlessness; yet Merton remains utterly guileless. The
reader comes to accept unhesitatingly his comfort
able predilection for dogmatics, for recherche illus
trations of his new-found religious pragmatism.
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As illustration, one needs to read "Trappists
Working," a poem that seems to summarize his
early monastic experience, and, in fact, achieves a
spiritual eclat that he could scarcely be expected
permanently to maintain:
Now all our saws sing holy sonnets in this world
of timber
Where oaks go off like guns, and fall like cata
racts,
Pouring their roar into the wood's green well.
Walk to us, Jesus, through the wall of trees,
And find us still adorers in these airy churches,
Singing our other Office with our saws and axes.
Still teach Your children in the busy forest,
And let some little sunlight reach us, in our mental
shades, and leafy studies.
When time has turned the country white with grain
And filled our regions with the thrashing sun,
Walk to us, Jesus, through the walls of wheat
When our two tractors come to cut them down:
Sow some light winds upon the acres of our spirit,
And cool the regions where our prayers are reapers,
And slake us, Heaven, with your living rivers.
Here, one senses immediately, is the sudden crys
tallization of the poet's spiritual dialectic — the
Great Joy that is Gethsemane to Merton, the saint
ly naturalist. The beautiful simplicity of imagery
for which he is apparently always striving is no
where better illustrated. It is epitomized here in
the first line, in which a humble saw (a tool that
appears frequently in classic art of the Holy Fami
ly) is made a part of the devout litany of the
Trappist world. The trees themselves are the
Glory of God in their magnificence, and the labor
of felling them — Merton would have us know
that they are being consecrated to a holy purpose
— is all a magnificent devotion. There is thought
ful contrast, a purposeful non-sequitur, in the gunsound cataract pouring into a green well of nature.
Merton's world of nature is consecrated leaf by
leaf to the glory of God.
The exhortation to Christ, the carpenter's son,
to walk through the "airy church" that is the mon
astery is undoubtedly — like the rhythm of the
saws — part of the liturgy of Trappist chores,
rather than simply rather overt beneficence, one
feels. But walk through the wall of trees, he asks.
The Trappists, he avers, make of such labors their
other office — the unspoken breviary of their days.
Teach your children in the busy forest of Geth
semane "as you once did on earth," the poet con
tinues. And permit your eternal wisdom and
grace to enlighten us in our ignorance.
When the season's advance has loaded our
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fields with grain, and when the "walls of wheat"
are to be reaped, again come to us, Jesus, in the
physical travail that is part of our endless devotion
to thy holy name. "Walk" and "wall" are reiter
ated as figures of implicit faith, while inclusion of
the reaping tractors is a sudden, almost bizarre
note. Temper the ardors of our spirits with the
"light winds" of the divine grace of infinite bene
diction. Assuage the ardent desire of the loving
servants who labor in the "field" of mortal souls,
"slake" the abiding thirst after thy transubstan
tiated self with rivers of thy love. Merton's oremus
mounts to a muted crescendo of prayerful images.
The tautology of Merton's images and themes
become more evident as one progresses in his
verse. But he never allows his verse to become
merely beatific reiteration.
In opposition to one critic who found in Mer
ton's verse "a cold fertility of mind," the writer
finds few, if any, evidences of the extreme arid
intellectualism that has become anathema in con
temporary poetic expression to many readers.
Merton's dualistic approach of the spiritualistnaturalist in the early poems retains a certain lu
cidity, while his peculiar religious metier is con
cerned with a cognizable symbolism within the
grasp of even the most agnostic noncatechist.
This is not to say that he is not as perfervid as
most Catholic poets. But there is little of the
Hopkinsian brand of "rarified" spirituality we find
in "The Windhover," for example. Even the most
perfunctory comparison with the English Jesuit
reveals that the former is also a Catholic poet of
first magnitude, though scarcely to be evaluated by
the same standards. Their whole ideologies are
incommensurable, incongruous as it may sound
when one remembers that both were converts to
Catholicism and both secularists. The fecundity
of Hopkins, the classics scholar, is vastly more
profuse.
There are compensations in Merton, however,
that will eventually win for him the wide accep
tance that his poetry merits. His great spiritual
sensitivity — without the ultraism that confounds
the Hopkins reader — is one of his greatest points
in favor as a purely religious poet.
To read "The Sponge Full of Vinegar" — the
final poem in Merton's recent volume (A Man in
the Divided Sea\ New Directions, N. Y., 1946), is
to discover the penultimate of his extraordinary
talent to date. For Merton is young, and he may
be permitted by his order to continue publishing.
With the foregoing poem in importance one must
rank another of the last poems in the volume,
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The Blessed Virgin Mary Compared To A
Window. Again, we have Merton at his best:
Because my will is simple as a window
And knows no pride ot original earth,
It is my life to die, like glass, by light:
Slain in the strong rays of the bridiegroom sun.
Because my will is simple as a window
And knows no shame of original dust,
I longed all night, (when I was visible) for dawn
my death:
When I would marry day, my Holy Spirit:
And die by transsubstantiation into light.
Merton's fervor here is matched only by the cata
lytic force of his diction: furious, yet compelling
in the fastidious simplicity of analogue. The poet's
faith seems to transcend the limits of his versifi
cation, much as in Hopkins. But here one can
clearly discern some of the disparity between their

poetics: It is to some extent concerned with the
"degree of intensity," not only to strength of line
but of diction and metaphor and all the other po
etical mechanics.
Hopkins, as one critic has said, mastered the
trick of "hyperthyroid injections" in his verse,
while Merton employs no such poetic artifice as
sprung rhythm or assonant alliteration. He is in
no wise a poetic innovator, and propounds no
especial instress or inscape.
There is still much to be discovered in Merton,
one feels — a talent such as his may be expected to
flourish in the atmosphere of spiritual contempla
tion which he has embraced. And until he relin
quishes more of his verse "to the world," his al
ready published work certainly merits close study
as that of a brilliant and promising contemporary

poet.

Talbot Preston Lewis: Two Poems
MR. BLANCH AND THE SEAWEED
(To Joe Wendel)
Mr. Blanch has a silence for seaweeds
Burnt out in waves, hollow as the broom sage
That milks the winter wind to fill her reeds.
Mr. Blanch is a cross for holy rite
Where tempest calmed implores his absolution,
Bent down like the moon-full willows at night.
But he is not the comber's hand in search
Of mystic pardons buried with each drift;
He is the deep silence of winter birch.
THE BLACK STORM COMES TO BE
(To Bob and George)
The black storm comes to be
The lifter of the scarred
Waters that cope with hard
Shoals of the crowded sea.
On land the willows swab
The rocks that rise and fall
In the foam, and there all
The seagulls stop their call.
The fragile ships go down
To tend the scattered ghosts,
And on shore the worn ghosts
Make a sweet restless sound.
14
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Cameron Macauley

The Discovery of the Panama Canal
You might say it all began in November. I
thought things were perfect then. It was a nice
restaurant on the near north side and I'd called to
make the reservation. We had a candle stuck in
a bottle on our table and I ordered a split of mul
berry wine. Honey never drank but I was enjoying
it and having a gay time when I noticed that she
wasn't saying a word. I asked her why the silence
and she fired it right into my face. I must have
sat there smiling for a good five minutes before
I realized she wasn't fooling. She sat very quietly
with her hands on her lap and looked more and
more as if she were going to cry. She had meant it.
She would never marry me. Then I tried to reason
with her. We were having dinner out to set the
date and the whole thing had been settled. I'd
saved defense bonds, the eight hundred for the
honeymoon and we'd both saved up a month s
vacation from the office. But she said only one
more thing. After all my pleading and the dinner,
she said in a low voice, "Herb Gejune, get me a
taxi. I'm going home." I went home on the "el." I
had never felt lower. As I looked down into the
dreary, grey streets I thought of killing myself.
I kept thinking it would serve her right until
Reverend Hunt and Teddy Roosevelt brought me
back to my senses.
In the next few days things had gotten kind of
bad with me. The vacation time was coming up
and I felt awfully low. At work, each time I
went into Honey's department she seemed to be
talking to the other girls and I think was trying
to make the fool out of me. So I ignored her. It
made me feel depressed, though, and I half want
ed to jump in front of an "el" train to end it all,
or go to Alaska and start over. But there are
probably very few women in Alaska for a guy to
meet.
I was out walking the next Sunday p.m. and
watching all the people coming from their
churches, when I got to thinking about God and
The Methodist Church which Honey had made me
attend. Automatically I walked around there.
Reverend Hunt was just coming out of the Parishhouse entrance when he spotted me and invited
me into his dark little office. Of course I told him
my troubles and he comforted me a lot with quotes
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out of the Holy Book. On the bookcase behind
him were some little busts of famous holy men.
I could recognize only the one of Teddy Roosevelt
and I asked the Reverend if he thought Teddy had
been a modern holy man. Reverend Hunt said he
thought Teddy had been one in the sense that he
was always a good man and a deeply religious one,
and he told me how Teddy, when he was a police
commissioner, had given police protection to a
German minister who was preaching against the
Jews in New York City, even though Teddy
thought the preacher was wrong. I thought the
story had a good moral point and I told the Rever
end that I knew Teddy was full of good moral
points, for I had read his whole autobiography
in the ninth grade and made a book-report on it.
We went on talking about Teddy and I said I
thought the Panama Canal was his best quality but
the Reverend thought his ideal of sportsmanship
was. It was just when I was leaving that the
Reverend suggested that I go on a long trip and
get away from things until my broken heart had
mended. He said there were all sorts of nice trips
a man could take in a month and that he had
once gone to Havana himself. "Go to Cuba," he
told me, "and see San Juan Hill where Teddy
became a hero. It will do you good to lift up your
eyes, to see and behold the life and world of other
men." He asked me to drop back on my return
and then he God blessed me.
As I walked slowly home on the grey, sootcovered street, I thought of Cuba and the Panama
Canal and the thirty days I had free to spend in
any corner of the world. By the time I entered my
room I think I had at least decided on Panama.
Monday s work was slow and I managed a long
noon hour to go downtown to a travel agency. The
clerk who waited on me was very nice, even though
he charged me nothing when I left. He noticed
how intelligent I was and told me so in several
polite ways. I told him that I was not like most
people—that I had traveled throughout the eastern
U.S. on a Greyhound and had once driven to
Grand Canyon with a friend. He took out some
travel folders and said that because I was so well
traveled and because I was interested in all the
aspects, he could work out a tour that would be
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much, much more than just a boat trip to Panama,
and one that would include four other countries of
Central America. So I made up my mind to use
my honeymoon time on this facinating, foreign,
tailor-made Star Tour: "I am going to fly all the
way from New Orleans and stay in nothing but
the best hotels and inns. Everything is first-class.
I'll be traveling alone except for a tour through
the Indian villages of Guatemala and will be able
to have stopovers of several days in many of the
colorful, magical places."
II
It was very interesting to me for I was never
on a Pullman before. I had an upper berth on the
"Panama Limited" to New Orleans. It was in
cluded in the tour. I was very satisfied with the
way Mr. Roberston — he is my travel agent in
Chicago — worked it out. I could hardly sleep the
first night on the train. I was very excited and
happy as I thought over my decision: "For only
790 dollars I will be flying from country to country
in Central America for twenty-two days. Mr.
Robertson said that is cheap for a tailor-made
tour, fitted to my own personal needs and desires,
my chief one being to see our great artery, the
Panama Canal. And on the fourteenth day I will
arrive in David, Panama for a two day stay."
I reported to the airport the morning after my
arrival and waited two hours only to find that our
flight had been cancelled due to bad storms over
the Gulf of Mexico. But the PAA man in a blue
uniform and cap courteously told me to return to
the St. Charles Hotel and remain until I was called
and the airline would pay for the room. So I stuck
close to my room, reread some of Teddy's auto
biography and each time I went into the dining
room to eat I told the desk clerk where I could be
found. I would like to have seen the gay French
Quarter, but I couldn't stray off. The next morn
ing the airline called and announced the depar
ture of my plane "at its scheduled time." I had to
remind them that it was a day late and they told
me again that my hotel room would be paid for.
For the first time in my life I had my bag
gage inspected and had to show my tourist cards
and answer questions. But I did it with the
manner as if it were old stuff to me, and I think
I fooled everyone. We took off in a great big,
four-motored plane for Merida, Mexico. The
light blue Gulf, far below, looked like the blue
water of swimming pools and now and then we
could see tiny ships dotted here and there on its
surface. It made me feel very fine to know I was
flying swiftly above the earth. I thought about the
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trip ahead: the excitement of seeing Teddy's great
canal for those tiny ships below: the gay fiestas
and parties I would be invited to; the colorful
Indians and their primitive ways of life; and all
the charming fellow-travelers I would bump into,
and perhaps some nice girl.
My thoughts together with the sensation of
floating through air gave rise in me to a wonder
ful, thrilling feeling. I said to myself, as one of
the two pretty hostesses served me a lunch tray
on a pillow, "Herb, old boy, you are sitting on top
of the world. About a week ago you felt so bad
you were thinking about dying, but what seemed
tragic to you turned into one of the best things
you've ever done. And what's more you've learned
from Teddy Roosevelt and Reverend Hunt to use
the best of what you've got and you've got lots."
After the lunch of turkey sandwiches and ice
cream and coffee, I let my chair back and turned
again to Teddy's book. Between the pages was
folded my two page book-report which I carefully
took out and read. The comments written by my
teachers were still on it, written in blue pencil.
One said, "You have a good mind and you use
it."
Teddy was such a great man. If people would
only read him more today, the world would be a
lot better off. Every Latin-American ought to be
made to read or hear read his chapter on the
Panama Canal. They would stop having revolu
tions and would know the way we Americans
really feel about them. Teddy thought that it was
a very wicked thing for a big nation like the U. S.
to do wrong to others and he goes on to say that
it's comtemptible and wicked for any nation to use
offensive language or offensive action toward other
people. That's how we Americans feel. Teddy
was speaking for us all and the sooner our neigh
bors to the south understand this, the better our
relations will be and there won't be any more
Nazis in Argentina. It's just too bad Teddy isn't
still alive to keep saying the great things he said,
over and over again. He'd teach them.
The hostesses had nice legs and I couldn't help
looking each time one passed by. I was surprised
when one of them announced that we would land
at Merida in five minutes. The three and a half
hours seemed as short as taking a train to Milwalkee. I became very excited as I saw real foreign
land below. A grey-haired man across the aisle
remarked that this was the Peninsula of Yucatan
where the Maya Indians used to live. I looked
for the volcanos but I couldn't see any. I could
hardly wait until I saw a volcano — and a fiesta.
What a wonderful life it had become. In two
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weeks I could look back to the time when I still
hadn't seen volcanoes, fiestas, the Pacific ocean or
even the Panama Canal. As we made our long
approach to the Merida airport I felt my life was
really beginning.
In the beautiful, new, pink-colored airport
building our baggage went through customs in
spection on mahogany tables. The customs man
who served me knew English and I asked him how
far it was to the volcanoes, but he said there were
n't any. He told me that instead, I could go out to
the excavations of Maya ruins at Chichen-Itza.
This sounded captivating to me. The cab driver
who took me to the Maya Hotel charged me three
dollars, but he didn't talk English and I couldn't
seem to make him understand that I knew I was
being gipped. When I got out I was surrounded
by a whole mob of little boys who wanted to carry
my bags for tips and I noticed that one talked good
English. I asked him if he knew Spanish, too, and
he said he did. I told him to tell my cab driver he
was charging too much. This only brought a lot
more Spanish out of the greasy-looking bandit. So
I told the boy to tell him that he'd better learn
English and with this he drove off with my three
dollars.
The hotel was very beautiful and they were
expecting me. My room was luxurious. It was off
a broad hall which was also a balcony overlooking
the beautiful patio where small potted trees and
red flowers grew. While I took a good hot shower,
I decided that I would go right out to the ruins.
I had never seen ruins and they seemed second
best to volcanoes. At the desk I asked the clerk
who knew English and was very dark-skinned
how I went about going to the ruins. He courte
ously told me that they were really too far for an
afternoon trip and pointed out that I was scheduled
to leave in the morning for Guatemala and that
my reservation had been confirmed. But he sug
gested that I could see the interesting sights
around Merida and that supper was served be
tween seven and eight. So I set out walking, a
little disappointed that I could not see neither volcanoes nor ruins, but I said to myself, "All that
will come."
Just across the street from the hotel I was sur
prised to see a University. It wasn t at all like
the University of Chicago; it looked more like an
office building fronting right on the sidewalk, but
there was a patio inside. Some students were loll
ing around the entrance and said to me, Welcome,
friend." They looked friendly and not out for my
money, so I stopped and found they talked English
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well but with an accent. I asked what I could
see in their city in a few hours. A pretty, darkhaired little girl with deep brown eyes laughed,
showing her teeth and said, "We have many
fine things to spend much pleasant time with, sir;
there are the city market, the museums filled with
Mayan artifacts, our cathedral and churches and
parks. What are you most interested in?" I told
her that everything her magical land had inter
ested me, and she smiled, looking at her friends.
They directed me straight down the street to the
Central Park, "where the cathedral stands," and
suggested that I wander about from there. So I
did.
Just before reaching the cathedral, I crossed
over to a little park and went up to look closely
at a white statue in its center. Then I saw it was
of a nude woman nursing a baby. Several poorly
dressed little boys ran up begging to be my guides
and proudly told me that it was a statue dedicated
by the church to "young motherhood." I blushed
red and walked quickly away. The people round
about didn't seem to notice my embarrassment nor
pay any attention to the indecent statue. The little
urchins followed at my side but I told them to
"vamos."
The cathedral was large and tall, with a high,
square tower and a great red-painted, wooden door
which was open. I tried to look in as I passed but
it was dark inside. It would have been nice to go
in but I am a Protestant. So I passed by and
walked on around the city seeing very old places
with great ornate doors next to modern stucco
office buildings. One building not far from the
square flew an American flag, so I went up to it
and found it was our embassy. More little boys
followed me about and finally I gave them money,
but they didn't seem to like U. S. coins. If they only
knew how much better our money is than any
other kind!
Before dinner at the hotel, I went downstairs
to a very nice little cellar bar and had a beer
named "three Xs", made in Mexico and not at all
like Milwaukee beer. At seven I went to the dining
room, and in spite of what the clerk had said, the
place didn't open until seven minutes after seven.
I let them know about it at the desk. Dinner was
long in coming, and I was hungry after the plane
trip and its little lunch. I ate venison steak which
was almost as good as I've had in Wisconsin.
There were plenty of servants going about doing
things but service was a little slow.
After dinner I went out about the town. I was
in hopes 1 could meet a good looking Spanish girl
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but I couldn't find one nice enough. I had beers in
several bars, but was never able to finish any one
bottle of the stuff. There seemed to be only men
around, or occasionally a man with a frowsy
woman. The men or boys who wanted to talk
English with me all seemed to want also my
money, so I cut them short, telling them to
"vamos." But some stuck like thistles. The places
were dirty and some had urinals in the corners of
the bar rooms, which I considered very unsanitary;
so I went back to bed early.
Ill
In the morning a taxi took me back to the air
port through streets with houses built flush to the
narrow sidewalks. In the country we drove past
little farms planted with something the driver
called "sisal." That is what I saw of Merida.
My plane was again a four-motored one and
the flight only took about two hours. First there
was just flat green jungle and then rugged, ridged
mountains. I could hardly believe my eyes when
I saw Guatemala City. She shone white and
glistening on her high plain surrounded at a dis
tance by volcanoes which were higher than the
plane. Down in the center of the city I could see a
great park before a very large green building, the
biggest one in the whole city. The airport was
straight as a ruler and our landing was so smooth
you didn't know when we touched.
There was a great deal of confusion in the
airport building, but I got my baggage at last and
with the help of the PAA people, found my car
to the hotel: the San Carlos Gran Hotel. I liked
the place; the city was large and clean and colorful
just as the pamphlet made out it would be, and my
hotel was gayly different from any I'd seen in
Chicago — and of course, smaller. At the desk I
was informed that my tour into the Quiche high
lands would start in the morning at eight. I had
lunch, took a shower and loaded my small camera
with film. Many of the stores were closed after
lunch so I hopped an orange-colored bus going
north. A small, dark-skinned old man sat next to
me and pointed things out. It was an interesting
ride going through the great park before the im
posing green National Palace (the place I had
seen from the air), on past the president's white
house, through another large plaza with a statue
of Columbus and down a widee boulevard to the
end of the run, where I got out with my talkative
little friend. He pointed out "Minerva Park"
which was before us; told me to see the big relief
map of the whole country which was there, and
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told me how to get my best view of the city —
from a place called "cerro del Carmen" which
was a hill with a church on it. I rushed to see
these things and even got lots more in; the busy,
crowded market, the Santo Domingo Cathedral on
the square and the stores on Sixth Avenue where
they offer lots of silver jewelry, blankets, Swiss
watches, French perfumes, art goods, costumes and
pottery. As darkness came I returned to the hotel
for supper. My eyes were actually sore from look
ing at so much.
When I'd looked out over the city from the
church-crowned hill called "cerro del Carmen," a
peasant with bare feet and a sad look, came and
stood near me. Then he began softly talking in
English. He admired my camera and said he
worked in leather goods. I knew he wanted some
thing and at last he made me understand he
wanted to make a case for my camera. After a
few minutes I gave him two dollars and he prom
ised to deliver the finished case in two days at the
hotel. I gave him my card but at the same time
wondered if I could trust him. At supper I re
membered that he had not even taken the measure
ments.
IV
Worn out from my wandering and picturetaking, I went to bed after supper. In the morning
I ate a good breakfast early and sat in the little
room off the main entrance hall, waiting for the
tour car. I was first, but gradually the rest of
our tour party gathered. First there was an
American businessman who shook hands with me
and said he was "in steel." Later his wife and
sister-in-law arrived, both of them middle-aged.
I hoped the fifth member would be some goodlooking young girl, but I was certainly fooled. We
got in the car and waited; it was after eight.
Finally the last passenger came — a feeble old
woman at least seventy years old — and off we
went. Our English-speaking driver-guide was a
young Latin fellow with black hair, dark skin and
a red sash tied around his waist. He helped us to
see all the points of interest.
We first passed the great white graveyard of
the capital and headed out of the city on a fine
road. Mounting into the hills we began passing
scattered Indian merchants running barefooted
downhill with high racks of produce on their
backs. The driver said these weighed up to 150
pounds. After quite a few miles of rugged
mountain road, we arived in "Antigua," the
ancient Spanish Colonial Capital which years ago
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had been destroyed by an earthquake. We drove
from one sight to another: the church and cloister
of the Franciscan Monks to a convent and then
the old university and the Captain General's
Palace and finally we went through a primitive
pottery factory.
They were all very interesting. Before one
large cathedral I bought some ancient looking
silver coins which the Indian selling them said
were Spanish "pieces of eight" he had dug from
the ruins.
We had to be at our inn at Chichicastango by
lunch, so we drove on. It was the roughest ride I
had ever been on, but the old woman who came
along didn't seem to mind it too much. We
crept up the steep mountains on hair-pin curves,
many times nearly running into more Indian vendors with their tall loads. They stopped and
stared at us with looks of hatred or wonderment as
we slowly ground by in low gear. At one point
(going through "Chicoy Pass") our guide said we
were 10,000 feet above sea level. The air was
cool and thin and my fingernails were purple
which the businessman said showed I needed more
oxygen. As we approached "Chichi" we entered
fertile farm country full of tall stalks of corn. The
city consisted of adobe brick buildings, all white
washed and built right onto the edge of the streets
with no sidewalks. The streets were cobbled,
twisted and uneven. We arrived late for lunch,
but they served us, specially. The Inn was firstclass and more than I expected up there in that
primitive place. At night our dessert was straw
berry shortcake and we ate to the music of a five
piece marimba band which played out in the patio.
I had my own house-boy and one waiter all to my
self when we ate. There was a fireplace in my
room, a nice bathroom with a hot shower and
towels actually eight feet long. I stood on one end
while I wiped my hair with the other.
I went out at night but the city was quiet and
ominous, so I went to bed early and slept well in
the cool mountain air. The next morning was the
real event; it was market day and the Indians
prayed before the doors of the two white churches,
one Catholic and one Calvin, which faced each
other. The Indians — who dress differently from
U.S. Indians—are mostly pagan, even though they
have free opportunity to be Christians. They just
use the Christian churches to go on worshipping
fire as in the old days, as far as I could see.
There were too many Indians in the town and
after I had taken all the pictures I wanted, I spent
the rest of the time in the comfortable bar or the
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Inn and drank sloe gin. It was just as nice as the
Pump Room back in Chicago but had Indian
pictures all around. You just couldn't escape the
heathens; they were everywhere.
After lunch we left and went back a little
different way, skirting a beautiful volcanic lake
called "Atitlan." The guide said it was so cold
and so deep that when anyone drowns in it he
sink thousands of feet, right down to the bottom.
But it was very pretty — not at all in the way
Lake Michigan is pretty, and it lacked Lake Michi
gan's beach. We got back to the San Carlos before
dinner and by that time Mrs. Stevens — that was
the old lady's name — was very sore from the hard
and rough riding. As short a trip as it was, it
seemed like days and days — and if you ask me —
I'd say that the time in the bar at the Inn was the
best part, but I did see a lot; probably enough
Indians to last me a while. They're certainly
ignorant people.
My itinerary was closely figured so I could have
those two days to see the Canal. With my con
ducted tour of the Guatemalan highlands over, I
rested up the next morning and that afternoon
headed south for a short stop at San Salvador,
the capital of the little republic of El Salvador.
We landed near a big lake and then there was a
long drive into the city. After I got my room, I
went out and walked around but the place didn't
look very interesting to me. I found a restaurant
called "La Frances" where I ate very big shrimp,
still in their shells and with their legs, heads and
tails still on. I ate only the meat. My hotel was
not so nice; the bar was very small (so I had to
drink in the lobby) and the sloe gin they served
was bitter. I went to bed early here, too.
The next morning a flying clipper took me
nearer to my dream, the Panama Canal. I left un
interesting San Salvador for my next stopover,
Managua, Nicaragua. The plane stopped at
Tegucigalpa, the capital of Honduras for fifteen
minutes to refuel, and we went on to Managua.
Mr. Robertson, back in Chicago, had said I ought
to see the silver mines near Tegucigalpa, so we
allowed it tentatively one day on the way back;
and if I decided to stay one more day on the canal,
I could skip seeing Tegucigalpa on the return. But
I wanted to spend two days in Managua, because
I had liked the song and it had made the place
sound attractive. We landed at Managua right on
schedule, at 11:05. Of course we had to go
through another customs. By this time I was used
to them. Here I was given trouble, though. A
Managua Army official took several Panama news19

papers printed in English out of my baggage. I
complained but he addressed me in Spanish and
waved me on. It is a disgrace for these Latins not
to know English and the U. S. should see to it that
they do.
There was a long ride, through rolling green
fields, on a good paved highway into the famous
city of the song. Out from town we passed a great
new, white Coca-Cola bottling plant. On the out
skirts our car was stopped at a little guardhouse
and each one of us had to show personal identifica
tion to the soldiers. I asked our driver if there was
any trouble and he said there was no more than
usual. There did seem to be a lot of soldiers in
the streets and their rifles had bayonets. I stayed
at a large white hotel near the central square. It
had a swimming pool right in the lobby, and was
first class in every way, but very deserted. The two
days I stayed there I didn't see more than five
other people who seemed to be guests, too, and
they weren't very pleasant-looking characters.
After lunch of steak, rice, ice cream and good
tropical fruit, I went out to see the town. It has
some pleasant, shaded parks, a great paved plaza
before a strange looking cathedral; and the city
borders on Lake Managua. The place was quite
lifeless compared to Guatemala City. There didn't
seem to be much business going on and outside of
some very expensive alligator leather goods, the
place seemed to offer nothing for the tourist. It
was very humid and warm, so at last I settled
down in a sort of German restaurant called Gabrinus (but run by a native) and drank sloe gin
with ice.
In the warm evening after supper I walked
along through the town but I couldn't find any
sign of its being a wonderful place. The people
seemed very poor. Some were seated on the curb
selling heaps of food which looked more like
garbage, and half-starved dogs lay exhausted in
the gutters. All at once I heard the song and way
up the street I could see the rooftop of a tall build
ing, all lighted up. I thought it must be a roof-top
night club and I headed up the dark street which
sloped toward the castle-like Government pal aces
on the hill. Suddenly I bumped into two soldiers
who shouted at me in Spanish and manhandled
me with their rifles. I answered in English and
although they didn't seem to understand me they
let up and turning me around they pushed me in
the direction I had come from. I walked slowly
back to the main park and sat on a bench, sweating. In a few minutes an old beggar woman,
dressed in black rags, came up and chattered
through her rotten teeth. She pushed very close
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to me and smelled horrible. I went back to the
hotel and fell on my bed, exhausted.
In the morning I got up and undressed and
went back to bed, sleeping until after lunch.
Determined to find something pleasant around the
city, I rented a little pony-drawn cab and ordered
the driver to drag me about town. He beat his
little animal with a hard, thin whip and drew
blood from the raw sores on the little fellow's
back. I couldn t stand it, paid him and got down,
even though I didn't know where I was. Finally
I found an English-speaking man who pointed
the direction back to the hotel. He was walking
my same way and talked in a friendly manner. I
bought some bananas from a half-starved woman
with a baby and offered one to my friend. I asked
him where one went for amusement in Managua
and he said that I must go to the small places on
the edge of town. There I would find music and
women. But if I wanted to gamble, he advised me,
going down to the lakeshore after dark I would
find an outdoor fair called Malecon" where
there was nothing else.
At night I found a taxi with an English-speaking driver and told him to take me to some night
spot on the edge of town. Girls?" he said, "Sure,
sir. As we drove through the dark, empty streets
I had a funny feeling in the pit of my stomach. At
the end of the long ride we came to a small, tinroofed, clapboard shack. Through the screens I
could see girls dancing to phonograph music. The
place was called "La Selecta." All there was to
drink was rum and beer, so I drank rum cokes
and started to look over the girls. They weren't
too hot. While I was sitting there—looking rather
lonesome a chubby, well dressed and jolly
native came up and addressed me in English, "You
from Brooklyn ? And this began our friendship.
He had been sent to the Brooklyn School of
Medicine to study, for he was a medical doctor,
but he had also visited Chicago. He was very
friendly and insisted that I call him "Juan" in
stead of doctor." He ordered many drinks but
paid for his own and would now and then go off
to dance with any girl who caught his eye. At last
he came back and told me that he would talk to
any girl I wanted and get her for the night. The
offer gave me a little thrilling feeling, but I was
not all for it. "They all have diseases," he said,
"but you always take that chance," and he laughed
and was very jolly. His frankness made me feel
better about it. He was the first person in Managua
to make me like the place. I hardly knew which of
the girls I wanted. Some were clearly better than
others, but other patrons were dancing, off and on,
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with different ones and I didn't want to get into a
fight with anyone. At last he brought over Maria.
She was really the best looking of them all.
Her eyes were black and deep and she was well
dressed in a clean, tight lavender dress. Her teeth
were pure white and she didn't wear much make
up. We danced and drank and talked. She had
learned English while working with the U.S. Navy
at a coast port. At last after midnight she said to
me, "Honey, I like you much," and in a very sweet
way offered to take me to a room she had in a
near-by building. I agreed.
The room wasn't so nice. The walls were
covered with old calendar pictures and the faces
of men movie actors. There was a basin on a low
table, a narrow bed against the wall, and one
chair; that's all. She was nice enough to make up
for its poorness, though. She had the most beauti
ful skin I've ever seen and on the whole I think
she had better looks than the girl I almost married.
It was a wonderful night.
VI
In the morning my head didn't feel so well, but
I was otherwise feeling fine and went through the
red tape of more customs inspections and finally
took off toward Teddy's great achievement. It was
a long flight with several stops at places I didn't
pay much attention to. I was full of enthusiasm
again and busy reading Teddy's great stuff. When
after about six hours we came down over dark,
green jungle, I had the wonderful feeling that we
were now near the Panama Canal. The city of
David was right there below and we landed. I
looked all around as we glided in but I couldn't
see the great waterway anywhere about. In the
airport building I asked an airlines official (who
looked as if he knew English) how far the canal
was, but he was discourteous and acted strange
toward me. I got a taxi into the city.
It was evening and this poor shambles of a
place put me in a low and unhappy mood. It did
n't seem a pleasant place for vacationing as the
tourist ads about going to Panama make it seem.
As I took my miserable room in the dirty but best
hotel, I began feeling something was wrong. It
all came out later in the evening when at last I
got hold of a waiter who was smart enough to
know a little English.
I will never forget that night. I had been
tricked out of my 790 dollars by Robertson. He
didn't even find out that David is not on the Canal.
I was three hundred miles from it and I didn't
have the money to go on. What can I even do in
this mad city for the next two days?
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I take several long walks in both the day and
night, but this place is queer and unhappy. Every
where about me I hear chatter in Spanish. I get
to hate the pretty sound of it. I walk through the
market, but I must say I was lucky not to lose my
pocketbook; this place is filled with evil like the
city in the Bible. My evening walks end badly;
I look into some of the brightly lighted places but
they are dirty and filled with natives. It nearly
always rains before I can get back to my terrible,
dirty little room. I sit on my bed wondering if
the time will ever pass and I can fly home again.
There are cockroaches on the wall above my bed.
When I think of the Canal I nearly become ill and
want to cry, but I have not wept since my mother
died when I was fifteen.
VII
I couldn't bear the place. It was such an evil
substitute for the thing I wanted above every
thing. To have seen the Canal would have made
me the most contented man on earth. I would
have wanted nothing more. But I was ill in David,
for the whole place was diseased.
The day to leave at last came and I was at the
airport long before-hand. While I waited for the
plane I decided to skip Tegucigalpa. Maybe there
weren't any silver mines there anyway. At last
we took off and this should have made me happy
— I was heading home — back to my own kind
and the greatest country in the world. I still wasn't
happy. It wasn't only that I had been tricked in
the lowest manner; physically I felt bad, too.
There was a break in my misery. The sun was
shining during our one hour stop in Guatemala,
and there at the airport I was happily surprised.
The dark little man who had taken my two dollars
called me out of the restaurant and gave me my
leather camera case. Not only had he made a
highly decorated case for my camera, but some
little filter cases fastened on to the strap of the
big case. I gave him two more dollars and he went
away without a word. I had been so surprised that
I had forgotten to ask him how he had remem
bered the measurements and how he could know
I was going to be at the airport then.
It seemed like such a long flight back. The
plane was nearly empty. There was the constant
drone of the engines and outside, clouds were all
about us cutting off any view. I felt ill; didn't eat
and even my legs seemed weak to me. Looking
back on the whole trip I felt very sad. Finally I
decided there is no hope for these Latins. They
are a crude and ignorant lot. They don't want to
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educate themselves nor learn in any way the real,
scientific facts and they should be treated roughly.
The U.S. would do good to send a big army into
all the countries and run things right. Then good
American citizens would not be treated as I was.
They should start with the city of David.
VIII
Of course I told the U. S. immigration officer
that I felt fine and that I was in the best of health.
Driving into New Orleans I felt more and more
sick. I got a room at the St. Charles again. I sat on
my bed worrying and wondering what to do for
some time before I decided to see a doctor. I
found one over a dry-goods store down the street.
His name was Dr. Johnson and he was very kindly
toward me. After my examination he carefully
went into my financial situation and decided that
I ought to go to a free clinic. He gave me a letter
to the clinic's head and told me how to get there in
a streetcar. I must say I was scared. I have never
felt so low in all my life as when I first sat there
in line on the waiting bench with all the dregs of
humanity. The VD clinic doctor agreed to treat
me free and started at once.
A room was hard to find, but at last I got one
in a building, set at the far end of a small alley
called Hampton Court. I had to cash in my return
ticket to Chicago in order to pay for the hotel
room. I was really shocked to find I had a sevendollar-a-day room. I had stayed there five days.
At first I spent the time between the treatments
cleaning my room. Never have I seen so filthy a
place. It's the way all the people in the building
live. They let garbage rot right under their noses,
and the windows are so dirty you can't see out of
them. They looked strangely at me at first but they
warmed up after a couple of weeks when I started
giving them food.
I knew I would have to get a job, so I began
hunting as soon as I felt well enough. I had my
defense bonds sent down from Chicago and cashed
them to live on. I also sold one of my suits for
fifteen dollars. I was really suprised to find how
much money it took to live. I ate in the cheapest
restaurant I could find; a very little place a block
away, which excludes niggers. My money just
flowed through my fingers in the three weeks it
took to get any job at all.
My work is keeping the shipments and figures
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straight in a wholesale fruit warehouse. The pay
isn't much, in fact just enough to get by on and
that means not living half so well as I did in
good old Chicago. The guys I work with are
mostly Mexicans because the place is owned by
Mexicans — the Modales brothers.
When I was trying to get the job I told them I
had lived among their kind in Central America
and they may have liked that. Each night I am
allowed to take home a bag of bruised fruit.
Sometimes I remember it. I'm fed up with fruit
myself, so I give it to the other people in my room
ing house. There's a crippled tailor on the ground
floor who takes all the fruit I give him. In turn
he does my mending and darning. He is an
interesting guy, has traveled and seen a lot, too.
He was born in England.
There's a girl I'd like to meet. She's a redhaired waitress at the place I eat. A nice number,
even though her skin is not as smooth as the girl's
from Managua. I've kidded with her a lot and
have let her know that I'm traveled. After my
treatments are over I'm going to ask her for a
date.
In the morning I get up and brew myself a
cup of coffee and make toast in my room. The
distance to work from Hampton Court isn't too
far and I walk there, but itiways take a streetcar
back at night. Walking, I pass the docks where
the combination passenger-freight ships tie up and
take on the people going on pleasure cruises to
Latin America. I often see them getting out of
cabs, all dressed up and eager to go. I could sure
tell them a thing or two about it. One man I saw
the other day had on a white linen suit and both
he and his wife wore new pith helmets. I wanted
to stop and let him know that sort of thing is un
necessary and that most of the tropics are cool, but
I had my work clothes on and a burlap sack in
my hand. So I let him go on and make a fool
out of himself.
At first I didn't like New Orleans; my cheap
rooming house, the job, the foreign element of
people and the treatments; it all seemed bad. But
now I m getting used to it. The Mexicans are
clever fellows, if you take into consideration they
don't have an education, although they do speak
English. Merrett — he's the tailor — is interesting
to talk to in the evening. We usually exchange
travel tales.
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Lloyd Parks: Two Poems
Mozart's Lake
Let us go for a sail on Mozart's lake
Over water curling rococo waves.
It may be a sail but could be a stroll for it seems
An island is taking, or a shape will take.
Or how we go, hear from the oracular well
Of pain strained with sweetness, sweet in the blend;
In the little night an organ grinder on the strand
Grind azure notes that mocking gently swell.
Leisurely down alleys hedged with god and goddess
(Le Notre's plastic symbols of song and harmony)
To a tinkling fountain. To where both decree
The balanced truth, composer and author of gardens.
Two priests implying unknown by the known form.
Whose stria aloofness allows no disillusion.
Their sea, knowing, creates a classic storm
By optimistic bias assured of resolution.

Arabesque
Doubt plummets the uncertain performer down
To a puppet fate in rebounds on the ambiguous net.
In envy he twists to see a gymnast his bar out-hoist,
And round the issue tumble an awkward clown.
Pierrot finds favour through a churlish bound,
Though born to the grace of a modest pirouette.
Sisyphus-like the gymnast labours his weight
To prove the lovely illusion by arching round.
Amazed at the sudden paradox he dove
Down on the sea of the wide chortling crowd,
But through the false surface to bedrock drove.
Broken, the will wriggles, too crippled to strive
For its grace, mime or design the high void
With the sure frame left swaying empty above.
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George B. Anderson

Saint Joan of Lorraine
(As delivered by JEHANNE, THE MAID, to the shade of Sieur Louis de Conte, unchanged by either
of the two authors interviewed or any other interested parties.)
(This piece is a three character extension of a two
character skit published in this magazine six years
ago. The idea and most of the original material
have been incorporated into the present work with
the gracious and generous permission of the
original anonymous author — G. B. ANDERSON)
SCENE: — The entire scene takes place at No.
18, Adelphi Terrace, London, W. I. It is the
afternoon of May 30, 1951, about five o'clock. The
room, with three windows giving a wide view
over the Thames River and the less attractive front
of Lambeth, is comfortably furnished. There is a
door in the left wall, and a small china cabinet
on the right wall. The walls are covered with
books, leaving just enough room for the door, the
cabinet and for two pictures: an ancient oil por
trait of Jonathan Swift and an etching representing
Francois Rabelais. In the corner of the room, stage
left, is a bronze copy of Houdon's bust of Voltaire.
A large writing desk, full of books, magazines,
papers and clippings stands up-stage center. At
stage left is all the apparatus of modern literary
production: typewriter, telephone, dictaphone,
transcriber and shaver. On stage right, next to the
wall is an extra-long couch to provide for an extralong inhabitant. Some very deep leather arm chairs
are scattered usefully around the stage, mostly to
the right of center. To the right of center a low
tea table has been set, and at its side, GEORGE
BERNARD SHAW is sitting in one of the deep
leather arm chairs, leafing through a book, as if
to refresh his memory of its contents. His 'plus
fours' are made of a salt and pepper tweed, his
shirt white broadcloth, and he is wearing a sleeve
less sweater.
(After the CURTAIN is raised, JOAN OF
ARC enters through a door at stage left. She
walks quickly and decisively across the stage to the
tea table. She is wearing a smartly tailored, though
unpresuming suit with hat to match, following the
style of many modern business women. She wears
low heeled oxfords and her hair is bobbed in the
fashion set by those portraying her on the stage.)
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JOAN: Dear Mr. Shaw. This is nice. I'm ever
so happy you were able to have me.
GBS: (rising) Thank you, my dear. It was very
kind of you to have considered my invitation. You
are only about twenty years later, however. (They
shake hands.)
JOAN: (sits behind the tea table and GBS
resumes sitting to the right of it) I am sorry. Time
means so little to us, you know, and we've been
expecting you any day. Was it so important I be
on time?
GBS: Well, I had planned the meeting for just
twenty years ago because on that day we celebrated
the five hundredth anniversary of the day on which
your enemies made you famous. I suppose you
don't think that very flattering, but I do think we
should spend these few minutes together talking
sensibly of important things rather than in passing
wasteful amenities, don'f you?
JOAN: Why, yes, I do feel that way. And I
suppose, having read many of your writings, that
there is little to be gained in our arguing; but on
some things you've written about me I'm in defi
nite disagreement, and I think it will be far better
for you if we should stick to them. (She crosses
her legs and pulls her skirt far down over her
knees. GBS appears a little taken back by the for
ward attitude of his visitor. Although his works
show her more forward than she really is, he does
not appear prepared for it.)
GBS: Will you pour, Joan? The second pot is
green, if you like it.
JOAN: Delighted! (She pours two cups.)
Sugar and cream?
GBS: One and none, thank you. (She sugars
both and creams one, passing the creamless cup
with a napkin to him, taking hers with a napkin
to her lap.
JOAN: (sitting up) Oh, I nearly forgot. I've
invited someone else to meet with us. I truly hope
you won't mind. I shall be very sorry I invited him
if you do.
GBS: Humph? (inquisitively and in surprise.)
Who is it? One of your celestial friends?
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JOAN: No. He's a rather recent acquaintance,
but I do feel as though I know him almost as well
as I do you, and (emphatically) I think a lot of
good can come from his being here.
GBS: Humph. Well, who is it?
JOAN: A Mr. Maxwell Anderson. I became
acquainted with him several years ago, in much the
same manner I became acquainted with you. He
wrote a play about me — or should I say, he used
me in a play — in America. You've probably read
it?
GBS: Humph. Yes, I have. (Pause) Well,
Joan, it certainly won't be the same with him here,
and we certainly won't accomplish what I had
planned on accomplishing; but if he is to be your
guest, I will do what I can to tolerate him. He is
an American, you know ?
JOAN: (laughs) Yes, I know. You know he
said almost the same thing about you ?
GBS: Humph. Did he? What was that?
JOAN: He said, "He is an Anglo-Celt, you
know?" (Pause) And I said, "Yes, and I am a
Frenchwoman." He apparently thought that
under the circumstances the three of us might do
well together. (A knock sounds at the door.) Per
haps that's he. I'll open the door for you. (She
walks smartly to the door on the left side of the
stage, opens it and MAXWELL ANDERSON
enters, wearing a pair of brown slacks and a loose
sport jacket to match.)
MAX: Joan, this is very nice of you. (She
walks with him to GBS who then rises and
shakes hands and motions MAX to a third chair to
the left of the tea table. JOAN takes a cup and
saucer from the cabinet on the right wall, sits and
pours a third cup of tea.)
JOAN: Cream and sugar? I'm very glad you
were able to come.
MAX: A slice of lemon? No? Then nothing
thanks. (Pause) You sounded as though you
meant it when you said you were glad I could
come. I'm very happy for that.
JOAN: Max, you know me better than to think
I might say it and not believe it!
GBS: Won't you pass the cakes, please, Joan?
JOAN: Of course.( She does and then sitting
back) I'm very glad that you're here, Max, and
I'm very glad Mr. Shaw invited me here. You
know, of course, that Mr. Shaw and I are rather
old friends. All in all I can't think of two people
I've met in the last five hundred years I'd rather
have tea with and I've met quite a few, you know.
But mostly they were in the slang of Max's country
men Sad Sacks.' (GBS chokes on his tea.) No
worse, I think, Mr. Shaw, than your questioning
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whether or not I was 'cracked.' (A\AX smiles.
JOAN sips her tea, and then puts the cup on the
tray.) You know, for the benefit of any future
audiences that either of you may have, I think
I'd best summarize a bit. Let's see: I was burned
in 1431 after the first trial; a second trial was held
in 1456 which was just as bad as the first, because
neither I nor Bishop Cauchon was available for
testimony. His body was then dug up and thrown
in a common sewer, which I agree with Mr. Shaw
was very unfair. Then too there was political
pressure present as in the first trial. Then in 1904
I was designated Venerable, and in 1908 declared
Blessed and was finally canonized in 1920. I point
this out also because authors have followed an
almost identical procedure in literature. (Dryly)
What has happened to me in literature since 1920
has no ecclesiastical counterpart.
GBS: (impatiently) Joan, won't you allow me
one question — just between you and me? Don't
you think that in the end I understood you better
than all my dear colleagues of the writing guild in
the past (as an afterthought and looking frankly
at ANDERSON) and in the present?
JOAN: Dear Mr. Shaw. I'm glad that it's you
who asks me that question and not my venerable
compatriot Anatole France, or the old gentleman
in the corner (pointing to the bust of Voltaire)
with whom you agree on some matters if not on
me; or your compatriot, Max, the 'Mississippi
Pilot.' But even now it's a very difficult question to
answer. Ten years ago, I should have answered an
unqualified yes to it. But Max has done a rather
remarkable job, in fact I'm very grateful to him
for it, and that was the reason I asked him to come
here today. (Pause). I think the three of us can
agree on certain fundamental facts. There isn't
any need to recite them, however. We can find
them all in the Encyclopedia Britannica or Ameri
cana. You both have already. And from these
facts we can draw certain conclusions. And you
have done this accurately in most cases. The Big
Question seems to be whether or not the nature
and use of these conclusions are in order — I don't
mean chronologically, but whether or not their
uses are as they should be. (GBS silently though
obviously objects to the presumption of the 15th
Century girl in pointing this out to him. His re
action is the same as that of the Dauphin's Court,
which he describes and ridicules. MAX shows no
reaction, appears interested in what she is going
to say.) If it will make you any happier, I can say
that both you and Max have done better jobs than
any of your predecessors, but you should have.
I don't mean in playwriting, but in depicting me
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and in the use of available material.
GBS: That's hardly the compliment that I ex
pected. I've never had any competition, of course.
MAX: I think you're right, Mr. Shaw. I as
sume that we've read much of the same material
about Joan.
GBS: (abruptly) I presume so, and I've cov
ered it as completely as necessary in my Preface. (Then as if realizing that he can make the
summary better than JOAN or MAX) To begin
with we have a group of inaccurate historians of
which the detailed Halle and the generalizing
Holinshed are good examples; following which
we have some very bad writers throwing together
something like Henry VI, English writers mind
you and shortly after the war. Shakespeare then
tinkers with this a little and now its bound with
the rest of Shakespeare instead of being forgotten
as it should have been. For Joan's benefit, I might
point out that in this work we have a rather good
speech (which we attribute to Shakespeare) fol
lowed by numerous obscenities (which we do not
attribute to Shakespeare) such as your pleading
for mercy on the grounds that you are going to
have a baby and showing considerable indecision
as to who the father of the baby really is. But
anyway, following this disgraceful account,
though not in order, we have Southey's very poor
history and Voltaire's indiscretion, and the Ger
man Schiller's actually having you die on the
battlefield because he found burning too painful
to him.
JOAN: Not to mention to me. (Laughs.)
GBS: Yes. (laughs with her) Then as Joan
mentioned before, we have Mark Twain's account,
and Mark with as much authority might have writ
ten on the Atomic Chain reaction. The one bright
spot we find is in the records of Quicherat, coming
to light in 1841 and being translated by Trask.
(Pause) I've read additional material quite
thoroughly, and presume that there is even further
material existent which I have not read.
MAX: Right. So I too admit for my part at
least that I've felt a lack of competition, excepting
of course for your own work.
GBS: (less gruffly than before, though impa
tiently) Of course. Very kind of you.
JOAN: So far we're getting along wonderfully
well, but I'd like to make several points. The
. Catholic Church did not actually burn me, but
found me guilty of charges and allowed the Secular
Arm to burn me. Further it took the Catholic
Church about four hundred and eighty-nine years
to agree finally that I was right in what I had
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said and to agree that the men in charge of the
trial (but not the Church) were wrong. For these
reasons, plus the fact that the 16th Century writers
depended upon a certain amount of political ac
ceptance of their writing to insure the success of
them, it doesn't surprise me that my life has been
handled as it has been in literature. To back the
validity of these views, I point out that a play or
book depicting Hitler as a second Christ rather
than an anti-Christ would probably be banned or
burned or just remain unpublished, whereas the
opposite view a few years ago almost guaranteed
its success. It won't always be that way, and in
deed you find some professors, especially in Amer
ica, pointing out that Hitler was as clever a mass
psychologist as ever lived; this is just the begin
ning. So I'm not surprised at Mark Twain's going
to the other extreme in whitewashing me, but be
cause he did it even before the Church did, he may
deserve more credit than either of you. Anyway
I question whether either of you would have writ
ten any different from the others, if you had
written at the times they did.
GBS: (to MAX facetiously) So we may con
clude that it is the conclusion in celestial spheres
that I have done so brilliantly only because I have
lived three, four and five hundred years after
others who have written. I'm happy that my con
temporaries have not proVed so obtuse.
JOAN: (smiling at him) But we're not to
argue, remember ? This matter is petty anyway, but
the other is not. You, Mr. Shaw, and you, Max,
have both used in different degrees your own con
clusions as reasons on which you based further
conclusions. And it seems to me that in a play
about my life, you reach final conclusions which
you've no right to reach with the material which
you have on hand and which you present.
GBS: And I suppose you've been seeing a lot
of Mr. Shakespeare lately? No. Probably some
early German or French playwright.
JOAN: (smiles briefly and goes on) You're
right, I'm no playwright, and I'm certainly not
passing criticism on either of your works as plays,
except as they concern themselves with me. And
I don't have to be a playwright for that, either.
Mr. Shaw, you've taken facts, many of which were
not available in my time, and have concluded that
I was a Protestant and an initiator of Nationalism,
and have offered these conclusions as reasons for
my being burned. Max, in a sense, has done the
same thing when he concludes that I am a Saint
and gives this as reason for some of the decisions
I made.
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MAX: (grunting affirmatively) I see what you
mean.
GBS: Joan, Joan, I've been over this so many
times.
JOAN: That's right. But you cannot change
history, and for my part, you cannot interpret
history and pass it off as history. You set Warwick
against me because I was giving the Church addi
tional power over the State and because I was
leading the people in the name of the King instead
of in the names of the various feudal overlords.
This is a logical conclusion for you to come to, but
Warwick was against me only because I was beat
ing him by the creation of fear and the use of
common sense, and he could devise no natural de
fense for either of these.
You have the Anglo-Catholic trial against me,
except for Cauchon, because I was living without
the Church and maintaining direct communication
with God, and because they were afraid that every
village girl might do the same and destroy the
Church, or leave it to rot through disuse. But this
is another of your natural conclusions. The real
reason was that the Church believed that communi
cation with God must be through the Church, and
they felt certain tendencies themselves, tendencies
which you would now call Nationalistic. They
weren't worried that I was jeopardising the posi
tion of the Church in the feudal, social, cultural,
and economic structure. I certainly didn't deny the
Church ever. Contrariwise I was utterly dependent
upon it for the services it offered the lay individual.
GBS: "All I claim is that by thus inevitable
sacrifice of verisimilitude I have secured in the
only possible way sufficient veracity to justify me
in claiming that as far as I can gather from the
available documentations and from such powers of
divination as I possess, the things I represent these
three exponents of the drama as saying are the
things they actually would have said if they had
known what they were really doing.''
JOAN: That's my point; they didn't know and
couldn't have known. It's easy for you and Max to
know five hundred years later.
MAX: Why me Joan?
JOAN: Well, you have the inquisitor asking
such questions as "Do you wish to thrust great
ness and undying name upon our chief enemy?"
(meaning me) and making such statements as "If
you have your own way, if the soldiers take her
and send her spirit up from the fire and cast her
body to the winds, we shall never hear the last of
this day's work." And it's easy to have a stage
hand say this five hundred years after the trial.
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But take my word for it — they weren't worried
about it then. But it's not so important as it ap
pears in Mr. Shaw's play, which I might add you
seem very very familiar with.
GBS: (somewhat offended) I take it then,
Joan, that you liked Mr. Anderson's play more
than you did mine.
JOAN: There again, I don't profess to be a
playwright or a critic, but I do like Max's play
because he uses as reasons the available reasons,
and not the conclusions which he has formed as
reasons. He had the Dauphin say in effect: I
don't like Joan because she tells me what to do
and gets away with it. Now, that's a good solid
reason, even if not so important as your conclu
sions, Mr. Shaw, that he was afraid that through
me the Church was gaining too much power over
the State. Further, Max has the Archbishop hate
me because with me the Dauphin can do without
the Archbishop. That's all there is to it, and it's
perfectly human, I suppose. The logical conclu
sion that I was minimizing the importance of the
Church in Statecraft doesn't enter into it, because
the Archbishop whether you like it or not was not
a big enough man to think himself a symbol of the
Church. Amd Max points this up well when he had
Tremoille and the Archbishop go to Tremoille's
apartment to decide what will be the position of
the Church on visions and prophesies among the
laity. Tremoille hated me because with me the
Dauphin did not have to depend upon his loans
to pay the soldiers. It was that simple. It was not
because Tremoille knew he represented the feudal
system and I was endangering the structure of that
system. (Pause) Both of you came closer together
and closer to the truth when you represented Dunois. He was with me because he was a soldier and
I was winning battles for him. But here Mr. Shaw
says that if Dunois were more ambitious he would
have been jealous of me. No—if Dunois were po
litically ambitious, not more ambitious, he would
have been jealous. Dunois was as ambitious as a
pure soldier could have been. (A gleam comes into
JOAN'S eye.) You know, Mr. Shaw, the old
legend has it that if you can draw blood from the
cheek of a witch, she is no longer dangerous, and
you have Dunois say that once the enemy sees my
blood, I am no longer of use to him, that the
enemy won't fear me, and that's quite right. I'm
rather surprised that the good sensible Dunois
didn't refuse to rescue me on the grounds that I
was a witch.
GBS: Joan, really my dear, don't you see: You
played at soldiers; I play at historians. It's so nice
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to play with things, isn't it? Even if it's history.
Could you with all your masculine strength resist
the temptation to make the whole thing a little
more attractive with nice fireworks of wit, or to
add some spice to it?
JOAN: (answers him with a smile) You
opened my eyes about one thing, and that was
the attitude of the French Court. I'm sorry that
Max didn't point it out so well as you. I never
did realize that they would hate me for pointing
out the right way to do things. Some, of course,
resented it because it spoiled their own petty thiev
ing plans, but I guess others resented it, just be
cause they didn't like the idea of a village girl's
showing them how; and they never had enough
faith to realize that it wasn't I but God who was
doing this. I wonder if, had they realized that,
they'd have been angry with God and all
turned heathen. (SHAW and MAX laugh ap
preciatively) You know, it seems that if a person
on earth is going to be always right, just and
honest, he hasn't a very pleasant future ahead of
him. As Mr. Shaw points out, they hated me be
cause I interfered with them. The Russian
Dostoyevski in his Idiot shows that if you don't
interfere with them you'll appear foolish and sim
ple, and thus despised, and this is not far from
hatred. So if on earth you're going to be good and
right and just and honest, you're going to be hated,
despised, or not thought about at all. I guess that's
what you call being human. It's such a burden.
GBS: (chiding her) I can't see that it would
take any great intelligence to see that, but appar
ently it does. As I've written, even Socrates didn't
see it in his hemlock.
MAX: (quite satisfied with the way the con
versation has been running, and willing to broach
a subject which might bring him even more compli
ments) Joan, I'm wondering — who do you think
has done the most justice to you as a person, an
individual ?
JOAN: Well, you bring this down on your
own head, as well as Mr. Shaw's, Max. It was
what I meant before about it's being unfair for
you to have made me a Saint. I wasn't a Protestant
then, and wouldn't be now; and I wasn't a Na
tionalist because no one knew what one was. Well,
I wasn't a Saint either, though I have been since
1920. You know, I felt very sorry for Mary Gray
because she was trying to decide just what a Saint
would do and would not do, when really Mary
shouldn't have been playing the part of a Saint.
She was playing the part of a girl who five hundred
years later was to become a Saint. Dunois realized
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this when he said, "Why, you're just a little girl,
Joan, just a little girl." Don't you suppose that a
Saint on earth does some things which a real Saint
wouldn't do? The Bible and our Christian Law
say, "Honor thy Father and Mother," and yet I
had to disobey them to go to Robert de Baudricourt. Mary might have said that she did this be
cause God had told her to; but then she objects
when I let the Dauphin be crowned knowing that
he was no good, even though God told me to do it.
I don't think Mary was very consistent, but really
she couldn't have been under the circumstances.
Then too you depict me as a little shepherd
girl. I wasn't, you know. I was a village girl, and
my father was head man in our village. I couldn't
read or write, that's true, but neither could Dunois
or Tremoille, so far as I can remember. Mr. Shaw
points this out in his Preface (GBS grunts in as
sent) but then proceeds to have me say "I am a
poor girl, and so ignorant that I do not know A
from B". That doesn't make sense. (GBS clouds
up again.)
Don't you think it's time for someone to sit
down and take all the available facts about me and
put them together into a common sense, factual
biography? We're well acquainted with the de
ficiencies of your predecessors. But neither of you
is so much better — one writing a 20th Century
play about a 15th Century girl and the other using
my life as it seems to him to prove that it's just
as important now as five hundred years ago to be
able to prove what you believe and tell why you
believe what you believe. Max, urge some of
your good historians to a history. I'll help them
all I can.
So far as Mr. Shaw's Joan is concerned, I don't
think I was ever rude or crude. If I were to have
walked into the Court of the Dauphin or de
Baudricourt as Mr. Shaw has it, I would have been
behind bars at the end of the first day. I think
Mr. Shaw might do well to listen to Max's director
and stop looking down his nose at us all. But
(turning to GBS and smiling) I've read some of
your other plays too, so I don't mind so much.
People might be misled by reading Saint Joan, but
no more so than about Doctors in Doctor's Dilem
ma or about Judges and Americans in Captain
Brassbound's Conversion. (She looks at her
watch) Oh, dear, I must go. I'm having supper
with Saint Margaret and she just fumes when I'm
late. (Puts on her hat and pins it on) It's been so
kind of both of you. I've enjoyed every minute of
it. (Shakes hands with GBS) Thank you, Mr.
(Continued on Page 31)
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Edwin Watkins: A Poem
Our Rose
As the year died a few gods were in converse,
Speaking of blooms and suns
That graced the subtler parts of June, ere the sly Invert
Slipped oily to the throne
And blasted mate with mate, to clear some room
For shady intercourse by winter.
This was their theme: how should Deities suffer
Such degenerate ease
In panelled rooms, when mortals bent in inclement weather
Or pushed our feeble cries
From hibernation, left without one rose
To make our coupling then a pleasure.
But a slight god arose. "Surely the answer,"
He shouted, "is a man
To comfort knights when girls are chilled, whom timid spinsters
May cherish as a son,
Who'll die, like roses, on the sun's return
Let him be born in wildest winter."
O Christ it is who glorifies the snowstorm!
Bold at the very core
He stands, like the red rose whirling amid the flotsam
When violent waters bear
Much life away and kisses every tear
On cheeks of maidens cold and lonesome.
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The working-girl, girdled with wreaths at Christmas,
Lifts from her chocolates
A cry, "O Christ, our roses, the sleek-haired boys who asked us,
With roses, for a date
Have left us in our rooms, now it is late
And the rose wilted on the plaster."
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Oscar Emmett Williams: Two Poems
"WHAT ARE ROOTS THAT CLUTCH?"
The season Nordic lubbers spent their rule
In Hellas, vineyards cracked and spewed the soul
Of Cretan warriors five-years-old-and-buried
When worthless promulgations of the dead
Were sold in Athens dearly for the scent
Old clouds belched filth and we were penitent.
Pragmatic agents pinned them to their shirts
And pimped their allies these as antique flirts
Absolved from dirty Italy's attack
(Through dispensation from celestial flack
Falling to unnerve peasantry and stock
From ruins of a flushed Byzantium):
We walked into the waste and we were dumb.
"What are the roots that clutch?" The sticks pushed bone
And hairy carcass there against the stone
Alexander, gloried old and statued,
From his earlier frail amours removed
And made a thing of moment: St. Peter,
Gaunt precursor for the beaded reader,
Was never such a cornerstone as this
Smeared rock, this land, this perverted abyss.
The roots that clutch grab darkness from the night
And salt-spray swelling Dawn's titanic fight
Against sidereal equilibrium:
Against the rot of seasons earth is scum
And will not grant good air to prisoners
Whose hollow cheeks let yellow blood and verse.
Let Grecian children tread this land with fear:
With hands of dread and trembling reverence
In rocky earth we buried arrogance.

FOR CASSIAN, WHO QUIT HIS ORDER
Greenhouse miracles fell knee-deep and faded; when the frock
Left you, bells chimed the details of a lost debt.
Like the toothless Jew's, your allergies were molded and mockPhysic, poured greedily into the hot eyes of obvious death.
Browning's choice was sickly, and yours was his; the fleet
Robber nesting his own salvation you were; your lock
He picked, and hurried your cloak to the grave of the lame cock
^ ou slew at the crowing, who little resisted to bleat your vow-cheat
Organ of pious picture-rapes. Your lamentable pock
Obscured the core of an affable missal style effete
Painfully, poured greedily into the hot eyes of your fate.
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Notes On Contributors
WALTER ELDER has published stories and
critical articles in the Kenyon Review, Atlantic
Monthly, Halcyon, and Hika. In 1946 he won
the Kenyon Review — Doubleday Doran short
story contest, and his story "You Can Wreck It"
was selected as one of the O. Henry Prize Stories
of 1947. Next spring he'll study philosophy,
political theory, and economics at Balliol, Oxford,
as a Rhodes Scholar from Ohio. The past year he
has been teaching philosophy at Kenyon. He may
(or may not) be writing an article on Wallace
Stevens. Publishers who read his stories (in Hika
and elsewhere) write him letters which he never
answers.
ANTHONY HECHT is a graduate of Bard
College. He has taught at Kenyon College and
Iowa State University; published poems in the
Kenyon Review, Bard Review, Coraddi, and was a
contributing editor to Hika.
JOHN T. KIRBY returned to Kenyon from
service as a Marine Combat Correspondent in the
Pacific. He has been writing fiction for eight
years, had two stories in Hika last year, and offers
this meritorious critical piece as an apology.
TALBOT PRESTON LEWIS, formerly a
special student at Kenyon, is now in South Amer
ica, or near there, as a cabin boy on a ship. He
doesn't speak Spanish. He burned his novel last
summer in favor of a long philosophical dialogue
in verse. When not in Gambier (or South Amer-

SAINT JOAN OF LORRAINE
(Continued from Page 28)
Shaw. (Then a parting shot) You know, I've
wondered if your arguments against Uncle Cauchon would have been so brilliant if you had been
the defendant at Rouen on May 30, 1431 ? (7 urns
and shakes hands with MAX.) Max, tell your his
torians that I was a businesswoman, not a Saint.
It's been nice. I think of the two, I would rather
have been your Joan, but don't forget; you're not
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ica) he lives in Virginia in a place called Tide
water.
CAMERON MACAULEY chooses for the set
ting of his current story Central America, where
last summer he did journalistic work, drove a jeep,
and interviewed presidents about revolutions they
were planning. He lives with Dr. Coffin and
sleeps mostly in North Carolina.
LLOYD PARKS played 72 games of pinochle
over Christmas. He tends a furnace, reads and
writes poetry. Two of his poems will be discus
sed at the Fifth Arts Forum in North Carolina this
month. He recently painted his room. Besides his
room he has painted several abstractions which
he will defend violently.
EDWIN WATKINS, a former editor of
Hika, has "The Thirteenth Labor" and a pre
viously published translation of a Horatian Ode
appearing in 1948 Coraddi Arts Forum Issue. He
recently left New York with the collapse of the
ball-point pen market for the security of L. S. U.
He will return to Kenyon this summer.
OSCAR EMMETT WILLIAMS, after various
editorial jobs, ended his career in the AAF as
bartender at an Officers Club. After his discharge
he lost money in a new magazine which was never
published, prowled around in Poland and Greece,
and then returned to Kenyon. At present he in
tends to major in Russian, whose symbolist poet
Blok he hopes to translate. He is balding at 22
and doesn't eat.

George Bernard Shaw — not by a long shot.
(Smiles and leaves.)
GBS: (sitting down and motioning AiAX to
do the same) The more I see of her, the more
extraordinary I think it is that she ever lived out
the first day in the Dauphin's Court. I'd have
thought they'd have murdered her.
MAX: (laughing, to himself and with
SHAW) Or just as extraordinary that the English
would have taken the risk of allowing her a trial.
CURTAIN
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Mt. Vernon

I'll Meet You at
MAZZAS
For a Glass of Michelob
Spaghetti and Steaks
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Hamilton Brass and Aluminum
Co.
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CASTINGS
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"drinkless" fitment has proven to be the best that
pipe-smokers ever had. For fullest 01110)011601 of

"Silhouette" Kaywoodie, $10. New
Shape No. 59. "Silhouettes
rough-surface, light-weight
pipes, come in other shapes
also, $10. Initials may be cut
t
in solid band at jeweler's.
Ajfl
Solid band is in "Silhouettes," "Ninety-Fiver"
i^^
$20, and Centennial
f A
Kaywood ics $25, only.
it ffk
Always look for Clovft JfF
erleaf trade mark
if K
and name Kaywoodie on pipe,

smoking, get Kaywoodie. Kaywoodie Company,
New York and London, 630 Fifth Avenue, New

BRIAR

York 20. Pocket size instruction book on request.
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"Kaywoodie Briar" means
briar imported by us, se
lected to meet our
_ exacting requireli ments, and seajQr soned by our
Jy
processes for Katj. woodie Pipes.

All Kaywoodie Pipes are available in a variety of shapes. Drinkless
Kaywoodie $3.50, Super-Grain $5, Relief-Grain (rough) $7.50,
Flame-Grain $10, Silhouette trough) $10, Meerschaum-Lined
$12.50, Connoisseur $15, "Ninety-Fiver" $20, Centennial $25.
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"KAYWOODIE REMEMBERS WHEN" ... When
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America's clippers ruled the seas, the Kaywoodie organi
zation was importing the finest Mediterranean briar, mak
ing the best-smoking pipes. The clipper ships are gene,
but the Kaywoodie organization has grown, and Kaywoodies are the world's No. 1 pipe today. (Photo 1869,
from Peabody Museum, Salem, Mass.)
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Mount Vernon Motor Service
Jor Economical Transportation

ZONE CAB
PHONE 900

M
Complete Service
for

Magers Shoe Store

All Makes of Cars and Trucks

X-Ray Fitting
Footwear

it Shopwork

Hosiery

Mt. Vernon

Ohio

it Motorwork
• Bodywork
it Brakes
• Fenders

HOME ELECTRIC CO.

it Wash and Grease
it Lubrication

Radios

it Chevrolet Parts

Phonographs

S. Mulberry St.

Your Chevrolet Dealer
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

Phone 1
Compliments

People's Bank

For All Good Foods

»
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
Gambier, Ohio

STOP N' SHOP
Groceries — Delicatessen
Wines — Beer — Delicacies
115 S . Main St.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
Compliments of

The Manufacturing Printers Co.
STROTHER'S

Publishers — Stationers

Electrical Appliances
Radios — Phonographs
Popular Records

Job Printing

L. S. ALLEN

THE ALCOVE

Registered Jeweler — American Gem Society
7 East Gambier Street
Mount Vernon, Ohio

36

• Restaurant
• Candy Shop
• Soda Grill
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Get Funny ... Win Money ... Write a Title
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Are vou dough-shy? Get us! VTe give the
stuff away. Folding money, too. Yes sir,
i epsi-Cola Co. pays from $1 to $15 for
gags you send in and we print. Why worry
about an honest living? This is easier.
Just send your stuff, along with your
name, address, school and class, to Easy
Money Department, Box A, Pepsi-Cola
Co., Long Island Citv, N. Y. All contribu
tions become the property of Pepsi-Cola
Co. W e pay only for those we print.
There's nothing to it—as you can see
from the samples below. If, by coinci
dence, the words "Pepsi-Cola" turn up
somewhere in your gag. don't worry about
it. Je don't mind. (Matter of fai t, we
kind of like it.) So start your stuff in now
—for Easy Money.

GOOD DEAL ANNEX
Sharpen up those gags, gagsters! At the end
of the )ear (if we haven t laughed ourselves
to death) we're going to pick the one l>est
item we ve bought and award it a fat extra

$100.00

LITTLE

$2 apiece, believe it or not.
for any of these ice buy!
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A«niall log, that is. J„st send us a caption for

I

V

If you re a He, and know a She—
or vice versa—this should be your
meat. Here's your chance to strike
a blow for the home team in the
battle between the sexes—and
maybe win three bucks besides!

He:

4

r\

1*

hy do you call inv date
"Pepsi." when her name is
Betty?

She: Oh, we all call her "Pepsi" be
cause she goes with anvthing!

•

•

He Ubangi: I hear that Mbongo
has left his wife.

He: I never knew what real happi
ness was until I married you.
She: Darling!

She Ubangi: Really? Why?
He Ubaugi: He says that everv
time she drinks a
Pepsi, she smacks her
lips, and he can't
stand the clatter.

CORNER

Our well-known moron-aboutcam pus, Murgatroyd—now a sludent in the school of agriculture—
has developed a new theory on
sheep-feeding. He makes a daily
ration of Pepsi-Cola an inqiortant
part of their diet. "Duiiuuuuuuh,
of course," said Murgatroyd re
cently, when questioned as'to his
reasoning, "everybody knows that
Pepsi-Cola is the drink for ewe!"

•u

He: Yes, and by then it was too
late.

*

Th ree buck* apiece for each of
these ice print. Let your con
science be your guide.

VaffyVefinitions
Here's a column that must have some
deep underlying significance. Darned
if we know what, though. All we know
is that these rate a buck each—and
the daffier, the better.
I" rustration—having a Pepsi-Cola and
110 bottle-opener.
Stork—bird with a big bill.
Professor—textbook wired for sound.

I hirst—obsolete term: dates back to
pre-Pepsi-Cola era.
Cooperation—one bottle of Pepsi with
two straws.
Paying $ I apiece for these is like
giving you a license to commit
burglary. llut—$l apiece for those
ice buy.

CHESTERFIELDS OF COURSETHERE'S LOTS MORE SMOKING PLEASURE TO THEM
-SAYS
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FEATURED IN WARNER
BROS. TECHNICOLOR
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"MY WILD IRISH ROSE"
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